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M.2

Response to Comments

As required by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15087, a public
Notice of Availability of the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Stockton Diamond
Grade Separation Project (Project) was published as a display ad in the Stockton Record newspaper
on Monday, March 15, 2021 and in Vida En El Valle newspaper on Wednesday, March 17, 2021.
The Draft EIR was circulated for public review for a period of 45-days, from March 15, 2021 to April
29, 2021. The Project team utilized several promotional tactics in order to build awareness of the
Project, the Draft EIR availability, and the public review and comment period. Availability of the Draft
EIR was announced via a press release to media outlets, eight standard posts on three social media
platforms, email blasts, and mailers. All communications were in both English and Spanish. The
Project website (stocktondiamond.com) was updated regularly throughout the Draft EIR public
review and comment period. The Draft EIR document was made available on the Project website.
Copies of the Draft EIR were also provided to federal, state, and local agencies, regional
transportation agencies, and organizations and persons who had expressed an interest in the
proposed Project. A copy of the distribution list for the Final EIR is provided in Appendix J of this
document.

M.2.1

INDEX OF COMMENTS RECEIVED

Table M-1 indexes the agencies, groups, and persons who commented on the Draft EIR during the
public review period from March 15, 2021 through April 29, 2021. Comments received by these
groups or individuals have been organized into the following categories: State, Regional Agencies,
Local Agencies, Public Comments, Comment Cards, and formal comments from the Public Meeting.
Each commenter has been assigned a code corresponding to the categories described above as
well as a number code. Number codes are associated with the comment or comments made by
each commenter within each letter/comment submitted. For example, Comment R 1-1 refers to the
first comment in the letter from the San Joaquin Regional Transit District. Note that in some cases,
responses to comments refer the reader to a response to a different comment or to a section of the
Draft EIR.
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Table M-1: Comment Letters Received During Public Comment Period
Date Comment
Received

Format of Comment

San Joaquin Regional
Transit District

3/15/2021

Web comment

R2

San Joaquin Regional
Transit District

3/15/2021

Telephone/Hotline

PC 1

Chris Seminario

3/15/2021

Telephone/Hotline

R3

San Joaquin Council of
Governments

3/17/2021

Email

PC 2

Martin

3/23/2021

Hotline

PC 3

Jeffrey Wykoff

3/26/2021

Hotline

PC 4

Jeffrey Wykoff

3/26/2021

Web Comment

CC 1

Josie V. Sanchez

3/29/2021

Comment Card

CC 2

Rajinder Sharma

3/29/2021

Comment Card

CC 3

Jackson Hurst

3/29/2021

Comment Card

CC 4

Yolanda M. Martinez

4/1/2021

Comment Card

PC 5

David Armstrong

4/5/2021

Web Comment

R4

San Joaquin Valley Air
Pollution Control District

4/5/2021

Email

VPM 1

Matt Holmes

4/6/2021

Public Hearing

R5

San Joaquin Regional
Transit District

4/9/2021

Email

PC 6

Nathan Werth

4/12/2021

Web Comment

PC 7

Ector Olivares

4/19/2021

Email

S1

California Department of
Transportation, District 10

4/21/2021

Email

PC 8

Steve Roberts, Rail
Passenger Association of
California and Nevada

4/25/2021

Email

R6

Central Valley Regional
Water Quality Control
Board

4/26/2021

Email

L1

City of Stockton, Municipal
Utilities Department

4/29/2021

Email

L2

City of Stockton

4/29/2021

Email

L3

City of Stockton

4/29/2021

Email

L4

City of Stockton

4/29/2021

Email

Letter Code

Commenter

R1
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Table M-1: Comment Letters Received During Public Comment Period
Letter Code

Commenter

Date Comment
Received

Format of Comment

PC 9

Rise Stockton

4/29/2021

Email

PC 10

Union Pacific Railroad

4/29/2021

Email

PC 11

BNSF Railway

4/29/2021

Email

A total of 26 comment letters were received throughout the public review period of the Draft EIR,
which closed on April 29, 2021. 13 comment letters were received via email, four via web comment,
four via comment card, four via telephone/hotline, and one comment during the formal comment
period of the virtual public meeting.
Comments received during the public circulation period consisted of requests for additional
information, expressions of support for the proposed Project, as and questions on Project impacts
related to traffic, pedestrian and bicycle circulation and access, temporary and permanent street
closures, environmental justice, air quality, greenhouse gas (GHG), as well as temporary and
permanent impacts related to noise and vibration, permanent acquisitions and relocation of
businesses, permanent impacts to the Mormon Slough, and impacts to transient populations
currently present in the Mormon Slough area.
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M.2.2

COMMENTS FROM STATE AGENCIES
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S 1. California Department of Transportation, District 10
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Response to Comment S 1-1
The commenter states that Caltrans has reviewed the Draft EIR and appreciates the opportunity to
provide comments. The commenter has provided a brief overview of the purpose of the Project. This
comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.

Response to Comment S 1-2
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record. The Project
accommodates future multimodal improvements planned by the City of Stockton. In conjunction with
the SJRRC Cabral Station Expansion Project, the Stockton Diamond Grade Separation Project
extends sidewalk improvements to Union Street on East Weber Avenue, East Main Street, East
Market Street, and East Scotts Avenue.
The modified at grade crossings will be designed to current California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC), City of Stockton (City) and Railroad standards, to include required lighting and multimodal
warning devices, in coordination with the City, CPUC, and Union Pacific (UP). During the final design
phase, SJRRC is open to coordination with the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) to
incorporate complete streets, enhanced lighting, and safety equipment improvements, as feasible.

Response to Comment S 1-3
As discussed within Section 3.15, Transportation, of the Draft EIR the proposed Project will
implement Measures BMP TRA-4 and BMP TRA-5, which would require the contractor, prior to
construction, to develop construction management plans to maintain pedestrian and bicycle access
throughout the transportation resource study area, during Project construction.
In addition, in coordination with the City and UP, SJRRC will ensure that simultaneous closure of
adjacent streets would be avoided or minimized, to minimize impacts related to access for
pedestrians and bicyclists during construction.

Response to Comment S 1-4
As discussed in Chapter 2, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project will require
encroachment permits and temporary construction easements (TCE) for construction. All required
permits and/or easements will be obtained by the Project proponent either during final design or prior
to the start of construction.

Response to Comment S 1-5
The commenter has been provided contact information regarding the comments made. The
commenter’s contact information has been added to Appendix J, Distribution List of the Final EIR.
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.
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M.2.3

COMMENTS FROM REGIONAL AGENCIES
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R 1. San Joaquin Regional Transit District
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Response to Comment R 1-1
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.
On March 17, 2021, a member of the Project Team responded to Mr. Baxter via e-mail indicating
that a comment letter could be sent to Ms. Stacey Mortensen.
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R 2. San Joaquin Regional Transit District
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Response to Comment R 2-1
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.
On March 15, 2021, a member of the Project Team returned Mr. Baxter’s telephone call to inform
Mr. Baxter that the Draft EIR is available for download on the Project website resources page.
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R 3. San Joaquin Council of Governments
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Response to Comment R 3-1
The commenter provides a summary of the Project location and Project description. This comment
has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.

Response to Comment R 3-2
SJRRC initiated discussions with San Joaquin County Multi-Species Habitat Conservation and Open
Space Plan (SJMSCP) staff member, Laurel Boyd, on December 28, 2020, and is currently
coordinating with SJMSCP regarding Project participation in the SJMSCP. The location of the
website where SJMSCP participation is acknowledged by SJRRC. The Project participation process
will be completed by SJRRC during final design as specified in Measure MM BIO-6, in Section 3.3,
Biological Resources, in the Draft EIR.

Response to Comment R 3-3
As stated in Response to Comment R 3-3, SJRRC initiated discussions with SJMSCP staff member,
Laurel Boyd, on December 28, 2020, and is currently coordinating with SJMSCP regarding Project
participation in the SJMSCP.
The outlined steps have been reviewed and the applicable Incidental Take Mitigation Measures
(ITMMs) have been incorporated into Section 3.3, Biological Resources, in the Final EIR, as well as
in the Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program (MMRP) provided in Appendix L, of the Final
EIR.

Response to Comment R 3-4
The Project will impact waters of the United States; and therefore, SJRRC will be seeking voluntary
coverage during final design of the Project. SJRRC will attain any Clean Water Act permits that are
needed during final design of the Project, prior to Project grading activities as identified in Section
2.2, Permits, Certifications, and Agency Concurrence in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR.
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R 4. San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District
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Response to Comment R 4-1
The commenter provides a summary of the Project location and Project description. The commenter
states that the Project is located within a community identified by the California Air Resource Board
(CARB) for investment of additional air quality resources and attention under Assembly Bill (AB) 617.
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.

Response to Comment R 4-2
SJRRC agrees with the conclusions of this comment. After implementing Measures BMP AQ-3 and
BMP AQ-4, from Section 3.2, Air Quality, of the Final EIR, the Project specific annual criteria air
pollutant emissions would not exceed the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution District (District)
thresholds as documented in Table 3.2-8, Table 3.2-9, and Table 3.2-10, of the same section in the
Final EIR.

Response to Comment R 4-3
Passenger rail volumes would remain same with or without the Project. While freight volumes would
increase, the Project, itself, would not directly contribute to the future operations of freight rail. Any
expansion of passenger rail is tied to system wide improvements that are not part of this Project.
SJRRC acknowledges the District’s request for air quality emissions to be quantified in the Draft EIR.
Quantitative Air Quality impacts are now addressed in Section 3.2, Air Quality, of the Final EIR, and
indicates that the improved freight mobility would reduce the total daily occupancy of the roadway
crossings by approximately 30 percent in 2045.
The reduction in crossing occupancy would improve on-road traffic flow and reduce vehicle idling in
the Project Study Area.
In addition, a Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) was conducted in 2019 to evaluate a grade separation of
the Stockton Diamond. This BCA calculated the 30-year reduction in train idling and on-road vehicle
idling emissions associated with the elimination of the existing at-grade crossing.
Although the Project design considered in the BCA slightly differs from what is currently proposed in
the Final EIR, the emission reductions associated with the elimination of the existing at-grade
crossing are still applicable.
Table 3.2-11 in Section 3.2, Air Quality, of the Final EIR, summarizes the total emission reduction
and the average annual emission reduction for the proposed Project. As shown in Table 3.2-11, the
proposed Project would result in long-term reductions in criteria pollutant emissions.
Reductions in air pollutant emissions can lead to long-term health benefits for residents and
employees who live and work along the existing rail corridors, addressing health problems
associated with air pollution such as lung irritation, inflammation, asthma, heart and lung disease,
and worsening of existing chronic health conditions.
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Response to Comment R 4-4
SJRRC acknowledges AB 617 and has included a discussion of AB 617 within Section 3.2, Air
Quality, of the Final EIR.
SJRRC understands that the Stockton AB 617 community is in the process of drafting a Community
Emissions Reduction Program (CERP), and the CERP is expected to be published in 2021. To date,
this plan has not yet been made available to the public for implementation.
However, a new measure (now identified Measure BMP AQ-1) has been added to Section 3.2, Air
Quality, of the Final EIR, which indicates that SJRRC will review the Stockton CERP and incorporate
emission reduction strategies into the Project, as feasible. The additional measure (now identified as
Measure BMP AQ-1) is as follows:
BMP AQ-1: Compliance with Stockton Community Emissions Reduction Program. During final
design, SJRRC will review the Stockton Community Emissions Reduction Program
(CERP) and incorporate feasible emission reduction strategies into the Project, as
feasible. The emissions reduction strategies in the Stockton CERP will include, but will
not be limited to, enhancing community participation in land use processes, the
deployment of zero and near-zero emission Heavy-Heavy Duty (HHD) trucks, HHD truck
rerouting analyses, reducing HHD truck idling, and incorporating vegetative barriers and
urban greening.

Response to Comment R 4-5
The commenter provides general information regarding incentive programs for locomotive fleets to
reduce air quality emission impacts.
As stated earlier, Table 3.2-11 in Section 3.2, Air Quality, of the Final EIR summarizes the total
emission reduction and the average annual emission reduction for the proposed Project. As shown
in Table 3.2-11, the proposed Project would already result in long-term reductions in criteria pollutant
emissions.
SJRRC appreciates the information offered by the District and has documented it as part of the
public record.

Response to Comment R 4-6
Table 3.2-11 in Section 3.2, Air Quality, in the Final EIR summarizes the total emission reduction and
the average annual emission reduction for the proposed Project. As shown in Table 3.2-11, the
proposed Project would already result in long-term reductions in criteria pollutant emissions.
However, SJRRC acknowledges the District’s request for consideration of vegetative barriers and
urban greening and a means to potentially reduce air pollution exposure on sensitive receptors.
Therefore, a new measure, identified as Measure BMP AQ-2, has been included within Section 3.2,
Air Quality, of the Final EIR. The language in Measure BMP AQ-2 is as follows:
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BMP AQ-2:

Vegetative Barriers and Urban Greening. During final design, SJRRC will evaluate
the feasibility of incorporating vegetative barriers and urban greening as a measure to
potentially reduce air pollution exposure on sensitive receptors in the Project Study
Area. Examples of vegetative barriers will include, but are not limited to, trees, bushes,
shrubs, or a mix of these types of vegetation.

Response to Comment R 4-7
The proposed Project is required to comply with the District’s regulatory requirements. The proposed
Project will be required to obtain necessary permits from the District. SJRRC acknowledges the
general information regarding District rules and regulations provided by the commenter and plans to
comply with such rules during the final design phase of the Project when these permits will be
obtained.

Response to Comment R 4-8
The proposed project is required to comply with the District’s regulatory requirements. The proposed
project will be required to obtain necessary permits from the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control
District. SJRRC will continue to coordinate with the District regarding the implementation of these
rules and regulations during the final design phase of the Project.

Response to Comment R 4-9
SJRRC, as the Project proponent, has reviewed and acknowledged the District’s comments within
this District’s comment letter. This comment is acknowledged and documented as a part of the
public record.

Response to Comment R 4-10
The commenter and additional contact listed within the comment letter have been added to the
distribution list, identified as Appendix J, of the Final EIR. This comment is acknowledged and
documented as a part of the public record.
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R 5. San Joaquin Regional Transit District
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Response to Comment R 5-1
The commenter stated that the San Joaquin Regional Transit District (RTD), has reviewed the Draft
EIR and appreciates the opportunity to provide comments. This comment has been acknowledged
and documented as part of the public record.

Response to Comment R 5-2
The commenter stated that prior to any temporary transit route closures, detours, or narrowing of
lanes that will impact Charter Way and specifically on RTD Route 49, adequate notice to RTD will
need to be provided, so that necessary coordination and rerouting of transit service can be provided.
Measures BMP TRA-2, requiring a Construction Transportation Plan, and BMP TRA-7 requiring a
Transportation Management Plan (TMP) in Section 3.15, Transportation of the Draft EIR, will be
implemented during construction of the Project.
Additional text has been added to the Summary of Impacts Table in the Executive Summary and
Section 3.15, Transportation, of the Final EIR, to clarify that prior to any temporary transit route
closures, detours, or narrowing of lanes, (including Charter Way and RTD Route 49) adequate
notice will be given to agencies, such as RTD. With the implementation of Measures BMP TRA-2
and BMP TRA-7, any required coordination and rerouting of RTD transit service would be provided,
as requested.

Response to Comment R 5-3
The commenter stated that the reference to Metro Hopper 7 and 560 will need to be removed from
the analysis and document, because RTD does not anticipate any potential future rerouting to
Weber Avenue between Sutter and California Streets, Therefore Metro Hopper 7 and County
Hopper continuing to use Weber Avenue between Sutter and California Streets will not be impacted.
In addition, the commenter stated that RTD Route 150 travels seven days a week. In response to
this comment, consistent with overall traffic analysis, all analysis including transit routing, were
based on pre-COVID conditions (year 2019). Therefore, no revisions to the Final EIR were made in
response to this comment.

Response to Comment R 5-4
Please refer to Response R 5-2 for detailed information on how the Project will address short-term
impacts during construction related to temporary street closures.

Response to Comment R 5-5
The Draft EIR includes Measure BMP TRA-7, included in Section 3.15, Transportation.
Measure BMP TRA-7 in the Final EIR has been amended to state that there will be regular
collaboration with RTD during the development of the TMP during final design.
The updated Measure BMP TRA-7 is as follows:
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BMP TRA-8 Closure Formalization Process. During final design, SJRRC will ensure that
all proposed Project road closures will be formalized as part of the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) General Order (GO) 88B Diagnostic review
process. The CPUC GO 88B Diagnostic review process will include the evaluation
of circulation for all modes of travel in coordination with the City of Stockton, CPUC,
and UPRR, including pedestrians, bicycles, automobiles, and trucks.

Response to Comment R 5-6
The commenter stated that the reference to Metro Hopper 7 and 560 will need to be removed from
the analysis and document because RTD does not anticipate any potential future rerouting to Weber
Avenue between Sutter and California Streets. Therefore, Metro Hopper 7 and County Hopper
continuing to use Weber Avenue between Sutter and California Streets will not be impacted.
In addition, the commenter stated that RTD Route 150 travels seven days a week. In response to
this comment, consistent with overall traffic analysis, all analysis including transit routing, was based
on pre-COVID conditions (year 2019). Therefore, no revisions to the Traffic Report in Appendix E of
the Final EIR, were made in response to this comment.

Response to Comment R 5-7
The commenter stated that Project construction may impact transit routes on Weber Avenue and
Aurora Street (RTD Route 44), Charter Way – from Aurora Street to Pilgrim Street (RTD Route 49),
and Union Street at the Union Transfer Station (RTD Routes 44 and 49). These comments are
acknowledged and have been documented as part of the public record.
Please refer to Response R 5-2 for detailed information on how the Project will address short-term
impacts during construction related to temporary street closures.

Response to Comment R 5-8
The commenter appreciates the opportunity to review the Draft EIR. The commenter has informed
the Project team that the System Redesign Study will be revised within the 2022 fiscal year. This
comment is acknowledged and recorded as a part of the public record.
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R 6. Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board
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Response to Comment R 6-1
The commenter stated that the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) has
reviewed the Draft EIR pursuant to CEQA and is submitting comments on the Draft EIR. This
comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.

Response to Comment R 6-2
The commenter is stating the applicable regulatory setting with regards to the Central Valley Basin
Plan (CVBP). As discussed within Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality, of the Draft EIR, the
Project has taken into consideration the CVBP as a regulatory document applicable to the Project.
The Project would comply with the regulations and standards set forth in the CVBP. Additionally,
Measure BMP HYD-1, in Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality, or the Draft EIR states that
SJRRC would require its contractor to prepare a Project specific stormwater management and
treatment plan to ensure compliance with the applicable water quality regulations and standards
applicable to the Project, including those identified with the CVBP.

Response to Comment R 6-3
The commenter is stating the applicable regulatory setting with regards to the antidegradation. As
discussed within Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality, of the Draft EIR, the Project would not
violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements with the implementation of
Measure BMP HYD-1.
Measure BMP HYD-1 would require the contractor to prepare a Project specific stormwater
management and treatment plan to ensure compliance with the applicable water quality regulations
and standards applicable to the Project, including the standards and policies indued in the CVBP.

Response to Comment R 6-4
As discussed in Section 3.9., Hydrology and Water Quality, of the Draft EIR, the Project will
implement BMP HYD-2 Construction Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan which ensures
compliance with the Construction General Permit (CGP). Additionally, the Project will implement
BMP HYD-3, an Industrial stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan, to ensure compliance with any
portion of the Project construction or operation classified as an industrial facility, and the applicable
industrial water quality regulations.

Response to Comment R 6-5
Commenter summarizes the process for obtaining a 404 permit. The Project is anticipated to require
a 404 permit from United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) which will be obtained prior to
construction of the Project as outlined in Mitigation Measure MM BIO-14: Compliance with Permitted
Mitigation Measures, in Section 3.3, Biological Resources in the Draft EIR.
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Response to Comment R 6-6
Commenter summarizes the process for obtaining a 401 permit. The Project is anticipated to require
a 401 permit from Central Valley RWQCB, which will be obtained prior to construction of the Project
as outlined in Measure MM BIO-14, Compliance with Permitted Mitigation Measures, in Section 3.3,
Biological Resources in the Draft EIR.

Response to Comment R 6-7
As discussed within Section 3.3, Biological Resources, and Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water
Quality, jurisdictional waters are present within the Project limits and Biological Study Area (BSA).
Formal delineations will be submitted to the USACE for formal determination prior to permitting,
during final design phase of the Project.
Measure MM BIO-14, in Section 3.3, Biological Resources, which requires compliance with
permitted avoidance, minimization, and mitigation measures, will ensure compliance with the
applicable regulatory agency in regard to jurisdictional waters.

Response to Comment R 6-8
Dewatering is anticipated for construction of the Project. Measures BMP HYD-2 and BMP HYD-3, in
Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality, will require the contractor to prepare a construction and
industrial stormwater pollution prevention plans consistent with the CGP as well as an industrial
general permit (IGP) prior to construction.
The stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) will be required to outline and mitigate any
issues, including those relating to dewatering activities during construction as well as document any
permitting required by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and RWQCB which
implement and enforce the CGP and IGP. During final design, the Project Team will evaluate if a
Low Threat General Order or Low Threat Waive will be required for the Project.

Response to Comment R 6-9
As stated in response R 6-9, the Project will be required to prepare a construction and industrial
SWPPP prior to construction.
The SWPPPs will be consistent with the CGP and IGP, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits required for the Project. These stormwater pollution prevention plans will
be prepared by a qualified individual as required by the CGP and IGP and will be uploaded to the
Stormwater Multiple Application and Report Tracking System (SMARTS) to ensure proper tracking,
view storm water data including permit registration documents, compliance, and monitoring data
associated with California's Storm Water General Permits and is compliant with the Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) requirements for electronic reporting of NPDES permit and report
submittals.
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Response to Comment R 6-10
The commenter has provided contact information regarding the comments made. The commenter
has been added to the distribution list in Appendix J, of the Final EIR, for future notifications
regarding this Project. This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public
record.
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M.2.4

COMMENTS FROM LOCAL AGENCIES
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L 1. City of Stockton, Municipal Utilities Department
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Response to Comment L 1-1
Based on records our team has received, the proposed flyover structure will cross City of Stockton
Municipal Utilities Department (MUD) facilities perpendicularly between the existing UP Fresno
subdivision tracks and Union Street. SJRRC will coordinate with MUD during the final design phase
to address these issues, with the overall intent to avoid impacting the existing sewer facility, as
specified under new Measure BMP UTIL-2, in Section 3.17, Utilities and Service Systems, in the
Final EIR, and provided below:
BMP UTIL-2: Utility Avoidance Coordination. SJRRC will coordinate with City of Stockton (City)
and other utility providers during final design to address utility relocation impacts. The
following methods will be implemented to avoid permanent impacts to utilities and
access to existing or future planned utilities:
Protect in Place. SJRRC will evaluate protect in place options to maintain the utility
in its current location. These options include evaluation of load above the utility and
reinforcement options, to be approved by the utility provider. Bridge columns and other
bridge-related subsurface work will be designed in coordination with the utility provider
affected to avoid impacting the utility. Accurate horizontal and vertical location of the
utility will be gathered to support the avoidance and protection design.
Access. SJRRC will work with the utility provider during the final design phase to
prepare a design that maintains provider access to the utility for inspection and
maintenance, as well as to not preclude future potential replacement of the utility
Measure BMP UTIL-2 would include an approach to protect MUD facilities in place, if feasible,
coordination with MUD on any subsurface work to avoid MUD facilities and ensuring MUD would
retain maintenance access to its utility facilities. Measure BMP UTIL-2 would also not preclude future
potential replacement of the pipe identified within the comment letter.
SJRRC anticipates that any relocations required will remain within Project limits evaluated within this
Final EIR. In the event additional improvements are required as a result of proposed Project that
would extend beyond the limits evaluated within this Final EIR, then an addendum to the EIR will be
prepared by SJRRC during the final design phase.

Response to Comment L 1-2
As stated above in Response L 1-1, SJRRC will coordinate with MUD throughout the final design
phase to ensure protection in place of existing MUD utilities and the ability for MUD to maintain
access to its existing facilities, as specified in new Measure UTIL-2, in Section 3.17, Utilities and
Service Systems of the Final EIR. Therefore, the findings within the Draft EIR remain valid.
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L 2. City of Stockton
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Response to Comment L 2-1
Commenter states that they will provide additional comments on the Draft EIR in a separate
comment email. This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public
record.

Response to Comment L 2-2
The commenter stated that the City of Stockton appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on
the Draft EIR. This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.

Response to Comment L 2-3
The commenter stated that the components of the Project be summarized, in particular noting the
rail lines affected and notable changes to the road/rail crossings, and proposed road closures.
The primary rail line permanently affected by the Project is the UP Fresno Subdivision, which will be
re-aligned and grade separated above the BNSF Stockton Subdivision. The BNSF tracks will be
largely unaffected, with the exception of modified connection tracks between the two subdivisions.
Local roadways permanently affected by the Project include East Weber Avenue, East Main Street,
East Market Street, East Lafayette Street, East Church Street, East Hazelton Avenue, East Scotts
Avenue, and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd (Charter Way).
East Lafayette Street and East Church Street would be permanently closed as part of the Project.
East Hazelton Avenue and East Scotts Avenue would be grade separated from the UP main tracks.
The remaining local road crossings would be modified only at their existing grades.
Please refer to Chapter 2, Project Description, which provides additional detail on the rail lines
affected, crossing improvements, Project modifications, and road closures.

Response to Comment L 2-4
The commenter states that the Lafayette Street closure component of the Project should be
analyzed separately.
East Lafayette Street and East Church Street are currently proposed to be closed to all modes of
travel. Those closures, and improvements constructed in response to those closures, will be
formalized during final design as part of the CPUC GO 88B Diagnostic review process, as specified
in a new measure, Measure BMP TRA-8 in Section 3.15, Transportation of the Final EIR.
Measure BMP TRA-8 states the following:
BMP TRA-8

Road Closure Formalization Process. During final design, SJRRC will ensure that
all proposed Project road closures will be formalized as part of the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) General Order (GO) 88B Diagnostic review
process. The CPUC GO 88B Diagnostic review process will include the evaluation
of circulation for all modes of travel in coordination with the City of Stockton, CPUC,
and UPRR, including pedestrians, bicycles, automobiles, and trucks.
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Response to Comment L 2-5
The commenter stated that the Lafayette Street closure component (specific to truck analysis) of the
Project should be analyzed separately.
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of Measure BMP TRA-8, additional
evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize
recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-6
The commenter stated to rename the No Action Alternative 2045 to No Project Alternative 2045.
This revision was made throughout the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-7
The commenter stated the need for detailed truck circulation and impact analysis as part of the
transportation analysis and that the amount of truck traffic on truck routes can be assumed to be
substantially higher than the default 2 percent used throughout the Synchro calculations.
Based on information provided by the City, the assumption of 2 percent truck traffic is a reasonable
assumption for Project analysis.
Based the characteristics of the traffic study area and available data, two sample intersections were
also assessed using 10 percent truck traffic, an extraordinarily high percentage for these types of
roadways, for purposes of comparison to 2 percent truck impact on intersection delay impacts.
The anticipated delay from the Future No Project Alternative compared to the proposed Project
Alternative for the following two intersections, was concluded as a negligible impact in delay as
shown below:
•

Intersection #3 – Stanislaus/Lafayette and SR 4 Off-Ramp – Increased delay from the No
Project compared to Project Alternative by 1.0 and 1.1 seconds for the AM and PM peak
hours, respectively.

•

Intersection #15 – Stanislaus and Hazelton Avenue - Increased delay from the No
Project compared to Project Alternative by 0.3 and 2.0 seconds for the AM and PM peak
hours, respectively.

Based on the information above, it was determined that the intersection delay and level of service
(LOS) would experience limited additional delay based on the percent of truck movements.

Response to Comment L 2-8
The commenter stated that peak hour factors from the 2019 traffic data should be used where
available.
Specific peak hour traffic volumes for both the 2019 AM and PM peak hour conditions were collected
and used for this traffic analysis, providing direct peak hour volumes without the need to develop and
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use peak hour factors. Please refer to Section 2 – Available and New Data in the Traffic Report in
Appendix E of the Final EIR for this information.

Response to Comment L 2-9
SJRRC acknowledges the City’s request that the 2-foot (ft) freeboard is considered standard but
should increase. Applicable freeboard requirements will be determined through coordination and
concurrence with the authority whose freeboard requirements would be changing. Currently, the
Project team has prepared design options that meet the standards set in place by San Joaquin Area
Flood Agency (SJAFCA) and UP. Any further refinements to Project design elements will be
addressed during the final design phase of the Project.
In regard to the box culvert design option, a trash capture rack is proposed on both the upstream
and downstream ends of the proposed new crossing over the Mormon Slough. This trash captures
rack will help to prevent trash and debris from entering the Mormon Slough. This trash rack has
been modeled and accounted for in the hydraulic analysis of the crossing over the Mormon Slough.
The discussion has been included in Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality, in the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-10
The minor increases shown in hydraulic grade line (HGL) are still within the freeboard requirements
of the flyover crossing, and calculated flows are still contained within the Mormon Slough within this
area of increase. Despite the flows analyzed being larger than the published Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) flows, the design options proposed in this Project are still within the
freeboard requirements of the standards set by SJAFCA and UP; and therefore, additional
improvement measures beyond those already recommended for the Project are not required.

Response to Comment L 2-11
The Mormon Slough is the major drainageway within the Project Study Area is located within FEMA
Zone A. Thus, required specific analysis and preliminary design is required as part of preliminary
design and environmental clearance, which is the reason for the emphasis of the Mormon Slough
realignment.
Further, the Project does not intend to modify existing City storm drain systems on roadways, except
for lowering a section of Hazelton Avenue under the proposed railroad flyover. Detailed design for
storm drainage will be performed during final design as part of the project, both for the railroad
corridor and for each segment of City street affected by the Project, as specified in new measure,
Measure BMP HYD-5, Drainage Report. Measure BMP HYD-5, in Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water
Quality states:
BMP HYD-5:

Drainage Report. During final design, SJRRC will ensure that a project-specific
drainage report will be developed in coordination with the City of Stockton. The
Drainage Report will be prepared consistent with standards set by the City of
Stockton.
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Response to Comment L 2-12
SJRRC will coordinate with UP and the City to secure the necessary approvals to place empty
sleeves and conduits at key modified crossings, where feasible.
Protection and relocation of existing and proposed utilities, which may be impacted by the proposed
railroad corridor grade separation will be evaluated in detail during the final design phase of the
Project. Empty sleeves and/or conduits will be provided in areas where future utility access may be
restricted, as specified in new Measure UTIL-2, in Section 3.17, Utilities and Service Systems of the
Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-13
The Project does not intend to modify existing City storm drain systems along roadways, with the
exception of lowering a section of Hazelton Avenue under the proposed railroad flyover. Detailed
design for storm drainage will be evaluated as part of the Project during final design, both for the
railroad corridor and for each segment of City street affected by the Project, as specified in new
measure, Measure BMP HYD-5, Drainage Report, in Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality of
the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-14
The proposed utility protection presented in the utility matrix is considered as a preliminary analysis.
Actual protection or relocation of utilities will be coordinated with each utility owner during final
design of the Project. Consideration for existing and proposed utility protection and relocation where
the proposed railroad corridor intersects will be required as part of the project. Empty sleeves and/or
conduits will be provided in areas where future utility access may be restricted, as specified in new
Measure UTIL-2, in Section 3.17, Utilities and Service Systems of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-15
UP has the ultimate approval on structure type and features of those structures, including any
aesthetic or anti-graffiti features proposed as part of the retaining wall design option, if selected
during final design.
If the retaining wall design option is selected during final design, SJJRC will coordinate with UP on
the best approach to reduce graffiti and vandalism of the retaining wall structure.

Response to Comment L 2-16
Due to the requirements for continuous inspection and maintenance of railroad structures, nonstructural coverings or vegetated coverings would not be suitable aesthetic treatments.
However, retaining walls may use form liners to create appealing surface textures and/or patterns.
Retaining wall geometrics may also be developed to reduce the impact of continuous vertical
surfaces and provide human scale to nearby pedestrians and residents.
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As stated in Response L 2-15, UP has the ultimate approval on structure type and features of those
structures including any aesthetic treatments of retaining walls.
If the retaining wall design option is selected during final design, SJJRC will coordinate with UP on
potential aesthetic treatments for the retaining wall structure.

Response to Comment L 2-17
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of Measure BMP TRA-8, additional
evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize
recommendations for street closures.
The large horizontal spacing between proposed at-grade crossings shown on R004 may result in the
need for closure. Concerns include excessive signal pre-emption timing for warning devices and
potential for vehicles, motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists to be trapped between trains at active
crossings.

Response to Comment L 2-18
During final design, SJRRC will coordinate with the City and UP to determine appropriate property
ownership and establish property agreements, as identified in new Measure MM LU-2 in Section
3.10, Land Use of the Final EIR. The new measure is as follows:
MM LU-2

Property Ownership and Agreement Coordination Efforts. During final design
SJRRC will ensure coordination with the City and UP to determine appropriate
property ownership and establish agreements prior to the ROW acquisition process.
Options to address property ownership may include, but not be limited to:
•

Continuing City ownership and maintenance of the street corridors with
permanent easements required for the railroad corridor; or

•

SJRRC and/or railroad company ownership and maintenance of the properties
within the railroad corridor with either SJRRC or private ownership of adjacent
remnant parcels. Public Utility easements would be necessary for this option.

Response to Comment L 2-19
Dependent on the flyover structure type (design option) chosen (i.e. embankment, retaining wall,
viaduct) during final design, the exact number of parcels acquired and area of each parcel acquired
will vary, particularly on the east side of the flyover, between the flyover and Union Street.
During final design, SJRRC will determine the acreage of the parcel remainders post-construction,
and coordinate with the City on viable options for the parcel remainders as specified in new Measure
MM LU-2, in Section 3.10, Land Use of the Final EIR. This will be done in conjunction with
implementation Measure BMP AES-2, which requires SJRRC to coordinate with the City on the
incorporation of trees along the west side of South Union Street if the viaduct or retaining wall design
option for the flyover are selected during final design.
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The Project’s goal is to improve regional passenger travel efficiency by reducing conflicting train
movements. Additionally, the proposed Project would improve roadway access, safety, and mobility
at the existing railway crossing for bicyclists and pedestrians.
Policy LU-6.2 of the City’s 2040 General Plan focuses on the prioritization of development and
redevelopment of vacant, underutilized, and blighted infill areas. The Project, itself, would not directly
contribute to the increase of vacant, underutilized, and blighted infill areas as existing industrial
properties and vacant land would be developed for transportation uses. Therefore, the Project would
not be inconsistent with Policy LU-6.2 of the City’s 2040 General Plan.

Response to Comment L 2-20
The Project extends sidewalk improvements to Union Street on East Weber Avenue, East Main
Street, East Market Street, and East Scotts Avenue. Further, the Project would not preclude
sidewalk improvements from SJRRC’s Cabral Station Expansion Project, and UP’s Stockton Wye
Project which will implement sidewalk connections on East Weber Avenue, East Main Street, and
East Scotts Avenue.
The Project also would not preclude future planned multimodal improvements by the City.

Response to Comment L 2-21
The existing UP yard and BNSF Stockton Subdivision connection track across Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Boulevard (Charter Way) will be removed and shifted to the west on a new bridge across Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard (Charter Way). However, the new connection track alignment will
be elevated, and will conform with the existing alignment in the vicinity of East Jefferson Street, and
UP trains will continue to operate on these tracks.
A proposed bike path and associated easements would need separate coordination and approvals
from UP, independent of the Project.

Response to Comment L 2-22
Policy LU-3.2 of the City’s 2040 General Plan states: Retain narrower roadways and reallocate rightof-way space to preserve street trees and mature landscaping and enhance the pedestrian and
bicycle network within and adjacent to residential neighborhoods.
Action CH-1.1A of the City’s 2040 General Plan states: Plant and maintain appropriate shade trees
along all City streets to reduce heat exposure, prioritizing areas of the city with significantly less tree
canopy, and provide a buffer between the travel way and bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and
provide other amenities like well-marked crosswalks, bulb-outs, and pedestrian-scale street lighting.
The Project’s goal is to improve regional passenger travel efficiency by reducing conflicting train
movements. Additionally, the proposed Project would improve roadway access, safety, and mobility
at the existing railway crossing for bicyclists and pedestrians.
Aesthetic treatments, such as trees, would be implemented as a result of impacts from the proposed
Project. As stated in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, of the Draft EIR, if the viaduct or retaining wall design
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options is chosen, the Project will implement Measure BMP AES-2, which requires SJRRC to
coordinate with the City on the incorporation of trees along the west side of South Union Street. As
stated in Measure BMP AES-2, the incorporation of trees would improve the visual quality of the
proposed structure and that SJRRC will continue to coordinate with City and UP on the location and
types of plantings along the street during final design.
In addition, Table 3.2-11 in Section 3.2, Air Quality, of the Final EIR summarizes the total emission
reduction and the average annual emission reduction for the proposed Project. As shown in Table
3.2-11, the proposed Project would already result in long-term reductions in criteria pollutant
emissions.
However, SJRRC acknowledges the District’s request for consideration of vegetative barriers and
urban greening and a means to potentially reduce air pollution exposure on sensitive receptors.
Therefore, a new measure, identified as Measure BMP AQ-2, has been included within Section 3.2,
Air Quality, of the Final EIR.
Therefore, the Project is not inconsistent with Policy LU 3.2 or Action CH-1.1A of the City’s General
Plan.

Response to Comment L 2-23
The Project’s goal is to improve regional passenger travel efficiency by reducing conflicting train
movements. Additionally, the proposed Project would improve roadway access, safety, and mobility
at the existing railway crossing for bicyclists and pedestrians.
Policy CH-1.1 of the City’s 2040 General Plan states: Maintain walking and wheeling facilities and
parks that are safe and accessible in all areas of Stockton.
The Project extends sidewalk improvements to Union Street on East Weber Avenue, East Main
Street, East Market Street, and East Scotts Avenue. Further, the Project would not preclude
sidewalk improvements from SJRRC’s Cabral Station Expansion Project, and UP’s Stockton Wye
Project which will implement sidewalk connections on East Weber Avenue, East Main Street, and
East Scotts Avenue.
The at-grade rail crossings and sidewalk improvements will be constructed to ADA standards (refer
to comment S 1-2)
As stated in Section 3.15, Recreation, of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project will require 0.03-acre
(1,316-sqare-foot) of TCE in the northwest corner of Union Park, located in the southeast quadrant
of the intersection between East Hazelton Avenue and South Union Street.
This TCE, considered a short-term direct impact, will serve as construction access to East Hazelton
Avenue during the construction of the proposed underpass. The TCE would not directly impact
access to the existing facilities at Union Park in the short term, as multiple access locations are
available along the perimeter of the unfenced park.
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Access to Independence Park, located in the southwest quadrant of South Aurora Street and East
Market Street, may be indirectly impacted by the temporary closure of South Market Street during
construction.
However, indirect short-term impacts related to access during construction would be reduced with
the implementation of the proposed Project Construction Transportation Plan, that aims to minimize
impacts of construction traffic on nearby roadways (Measure BMP TRA-2 in Section 3.15,
Transportation) a Construction Management Plan (CMP) that aims to address maintenance and
pedestrian access during the construction period (Measure BMP TRA-4 in Section 3.15,
Transportation), a CMP for the maintenance of bicycle access during construction (Measure BMP
TRA-5 in Section 3.15, Transportation), and a TMP which requires alternate access or detour plans
be available early and continuously throughout the proposed Project construction as part of ongoing
public outreach (Measure BMP TRA-7 in Section 3.15, Transportation).
After the completion of Project construction, there would be no change to the existing access to
Union Park or Independence Park. Therefore, the Project impacts would not be inconsistent with
Policy CH.1-1 of the City’s 2040 General Plan.

Response to Comment L 2-24
The Project’s goal is to improve regional passenger travel efficiency by reducing conflicting train
movements. Additionally, the proposed Project would improve roadway access, safety, and mobility
at the existing railway crossing for bicyclists and pedestrians throughout the community, including
the environmental justice communities within the Project Study Area. These benefits are discussed
in Section 5.6 of the Draft EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-25
Categorization of the aesthetics resource study area as having poor visual quality derives from an
aesthetics analysis by a qualified practitioner. It reflects research and comparison with visual quality
in other nearby areas.
While visual change with the grade separation would certainly be noticeable, it would not create a
substantial visual barrier.
As described in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, of the Draft EIR, while the flyover would block some views,
particularly along South Union Street and South Aurora Street, the flyover would replace views of
salvage storage, auto body repair, and paint shops with a new, coherent, and clean structure.
The analysis is presented to support the statement that residential neighbors are likely to “perceive
the flyover as enhancing their perception of cultural order and corridor coherence.” Additionally,
several visual simulations of the proposed flyover structure at various locations were prepared to
support the analysis and conclusion. During the 45-day public review period for the Draft EIR, no
comments regarding the visual quality of the Project were received from surrounding residences or
businesses. Therefore, as identified within the Draft EIR, the finding of Less than Significant Impact
remains valid.
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Response to Comment L 2-26
Although it is not feasible that Weber Avenue remain partially open during constriction, SJRRC will
ensure that a staged construction and traffic control plan that avoids long-term full closures of City
streets, in coordination with the City and UP, during final design. Short-term closures will be required
for sidewalk construction, installation of the at grade rail crossing panels, roadway grading and
paving, and to place bridge girders at the grade-separated crossings
As stated in Section 3.15, Transportation, of the Draft EIR, with the implementation of Measures
BMP TRA-2, BMP TRA-4, BMP TRA-5, and BMP TRA-7, these impacts would be considered less
than significant.
Where long-term closures may be required, the Project will avoid simultaneous closure of adjacent
streets and/or will minimize detour routes for vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists during construction.

Response to Comment L 2-27
As stated in Section 3.10, Land Use, of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would cause permanent
road closures at East Lafayette and East Church Streets. However, nearby parallel streets would
remain, allowing existing travelers to use other routes to cross the tracks.
The East Hazelton Avenue at-grade crossing would be improved to a grade-separated
undercrossing of the UP Fresno Subdivision mainline tracks, providing safer crossing of the railroad
corridor. Therefore, the Project would not physically divide an established community, impacts would
remain less than significant, and no mitigation is required.

Response to Comment L 2-28
As stated within Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality, the Project will be required to comply
with the mandates set forth in the CGP and the current NPDES area-wide MS4 Permit (Order No.
R5-2007-0173) which applies to both construction and operations.
During final design the contractor will prepare a stormwater pollution prevention plans, as outlined in
Measure BMP HYD-3, in Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality, in accordance with the CGP.
The SWPPPs will outline post construction water quality measures, if any, are required.
If post construction water quality measures are required, a plan for the post construction funding and
maintenance of the post construction water quality measures will be identified with the SWPPPs
during final design.
The required funding and maintenance of the post construction water quality measures will be
identified during final design of the Project. If post construction water quality measures are required,
funding and maintenance requirements will be identified within the SWPPPs during final design and
implemented as part of the railroad construction and maintenance agreement.
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Response to Comment L 2-29
A TMP will be prepared during final design, as specified in Measure BMP TRA-7 (see Section 3.15,
Transportation of the Draft EIR), which would be implemented during construction to include
alternative routing plans and methods.
The TMP will take emergency vehicle routing into consideration, in coordination with the City.
When final design for the Project is initiated, SJRRC will continue coordination with the City to best
tailor the TMP to minimize traffic circulation and emergency services response disruptions during
construction activities.
SJRRC acknowledges and agrees that the grade separation of Stockton Diamond would reduce
potential conflict points between rail, vehicles, and pedestrian/bicyclists, thereby improving safety
within the community. Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8,
additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize
recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-30
Dependent on the flyover structure type (design option) chosen (i.e. embankment, retaining wall,
viaduct) during final design, the exact number of parcels acquired and area of each parcel acquired
will vary, particularly on the east side of the flyover, between the flyover and Union Street.
During final design, SJRRC will determine the acreage of the parcel remainders post-construction,
and coordinate with the City on viable options for the parcel remainders as specified in new Measure
MM LU-2, in Section 3.10, Land Use, of the Final EIR. This will be done in conjunction with
implementation Measure BMP AES-2, which requires SJRRC to coordinate with the City on the
incorporation of trees along the west side of South Union Street if the viaduct or retaining wall design
option for the flyover are selected during final design.

Response to Comment L 2-31
The comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record in relation to the
requests for relocated or upgraded improvements to current standards and the need to reserve
easements for utilities.
The at-grade rail crossings and sidewalk improvements will be constructed to ADA standards and
modified at-grade crossings will be designed to current CPUC, City and railroad standards, to
include required lighting and multimodal warning devices, in coordination with the City, CPUC, and
UP.
In addition, protection and relocation of existing and proposed utilities, which may be impacted by
the proposed railroad corridor grade separation will evaluated in detail during the final design phase
of the Project as specified in new Measure BMP UTIL-2, in Section 3.17, Utilities and Service
Systems, of the Final EIR. Empty sleeves and/or conduits will be provided in areas where future
utility access may be restricted.
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Response to Comment L 2-32
Further study of Weber Street will be necessary through the CPUC GO88 process as committed in
Measure TRA-8, in Section 3.15, Transportation, of the Final EIR. Final design will consider
opportunities to improve the existing profile on Weber Street. However, lowering of the railroad
tracks may not be possible here due to extensive impacts to railroad infrastructure, the passenger
platform at Robert J. Cabral Station, and other City streets and utilities.

Response to Comment L 2-33
The Project extends sidewalk improvements to Union Street on East Weber Avenue, East Main
Street, East Market Street, and East Scotts Avenue.

Response to Comment L 2-34
This comment is not clear on the intention to “reinstitute” Union Street. For right-of-way (ROW)
acquisition, it is assumed the commenter refers to the privately owned segment of Union Street
between Hazelton and Scotts Avenue.
Acquisition of the Union Street private parcel and reinstitution of Union Street between Hazelton
Avenue and Scotts Avenue is not part of the Project; and thus, the Union Street private parcel would
not be directly impacted by this Project.

Response to Comment L 2-35
Utility relocations impacted by the Project limits will be coordinated with the affected utilities, as
specified in Measure BMP UTIL-3, in Section 3.17, Utilities and Service Systems in the Draft EIR.
The potential for the undergrounding of affected utilities will be evaluated in coordination with the
affected utilities with input from the City during final design.

Response to Comment L 2-36
The commenter’s request to assess lighting and provide City standard lighting throughout the Project
limits, one block of the Project limits in all directions is acknowledged and documented as part of the
public record.
As specified in Measure BMP AES-3, in Section 3.1, Aesthetics of the Draft EIR, during final design,
SJRRC will ensure that a lighting plan will be developed that will select temporary and permanent
lighting fixtures to minimize glare on adjacent properties and into the night sky.
As defined in the City’s Municipal Code, permanent lighting fixtures will be selected to ensure that
the light beam is controlled and not directed across a property line or upward into the sky. Lighting
will be shielded with non-glare hoods or reflectors and focused within the Project ROW. The lighting
plan will be reviewed and approved by the City of Stockton prior to construction to ensure
compliance with the City’s Municipal Code and General Plan. Lighting improvements outside of the
areas impacted by the Project are not considered at this time.
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Response to Comment L 2-37
The Project will extend sidewalk improvements to Union Street at East Weber Avenue, East. Main
Street, East Market Street, and East Scotts Avenue.
Removal of the existing tracks and construction of the new at grade crossings will designed in
accordance with City and UP standards. This would include construction of new roadway approach
grades for both the at grade and grade separation crossings.
The Project does not propose any rehabilitation improvements outside of those roads directly
impacted by the Project. However, Measure BMP TRA-1, in Section 3.15, Transportation of the Draft
EIR, has been amended to clarify that traffic routes used during construction will be restored back to
the previous conditions.
Measure BMP TRA-1 in the Final EIR now states the following:
BMP TRA-1: Protection of Public Roadways during Construction. Prior to construction, SJRRC
will ensure that the contractor will provide a photographic survey documenting the
condition of the public roadways along truck routes providing access to the proposed
Project site, to restore such routes utilized by the Project during construction to their
previous condition.

Response to Comment L 2-38
The request to install conduit and fiberoptic cable from Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd to Alpine
Avenue will not be implemented as part of the Project, as it located outside the limits of the Project.
SJRRC will coordinate with UP and the City to secure the necessary approvals to place empty
sleeves and conduits at key modified crossings, where feasible.
Protection and relocation of existing and proposed utilities, which may be impacted by the proposed
railroad corridor grade separation will evaluated in detail during the final design phase of the Project,
as specified in new Measure BMP UTIL-2, in Section 3.17, Utilities and Service Systems, of the Final
EIR. Empty sleeves and/or conduits will be provided in areas where future utility access may be
restricted.

Response to Comment L 2-39
Specific improvements to be implemented at the crossings will be formalized during final design as
specified in the new Measure BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15, Transportation, of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-40
Please refer to Response L 2-39.

Response to Comment L 2-41
UP has the ultimate approval on structure type and features of those structures including any
aesthetic treatments of retaining walls.
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If the retaining wall design option is selected during final design, SJJRC will coordinate with UP on
potential aesthetic treatments for the retaining wall structure.

Response to Comment L 2-42
The existing UP yard and BNSF Stockton Subdivision connection track across Dr. Martin Luthor
King Boulevard will be removed and shifted to the west on a new bridge across Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Blvd.
However, the new connection track alignment will be elevated, and will conform with the existing
alignment in the vicinity of East Jefferson Street, and UP trains will continue to operate on these
tracks.
A proposed bike path and associated easements would need separate coordination and approvals
from UP, independent of the Project.

Response to Comment L 2-43
As currently designed, the existing culverts under the UP Fresno Subdivision tracks will remain in
place and the existing tracks will remain in operation after construction of the Project.
The request to connect Pilgrim Street and Airport Way is outside the Project Study Area, and
unrelated to the purpose and need of the Project, which is limited to a grade separation at Stockton
Diamond.

Response to Comment L 2-44
This comment is acknowledged and is included part of the public record.
The proposed connection of Pilgrim Street over Mormon Slough is outside the Project Study Area,
and unrelated to the purpose and need of the Project, which is limited to a grade separation at
Stockton Diamond.

Response to Comment L 2-45
The City of Stockton submitted comments on the Draft Traffic Report, Appendix E of the Draft EIR.
These comments were submitted via PDF mark-up and have been considered, evaluated, and
revised where applicable within the Appendix E of the Final EIR.
The commenter has been added to the distribution list in Appendix J of the Final EIR for future
notifications regarding this Project.

Response to Comment L 2-46
The Project includes transportation funding protected by Article XIX of the California Constitution,
which restricts revenues from taxes and fees imposed on motor vehicle fuels for use in motor
vehicles upon public streets and highways solely for the following purposes:
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(a) The research, planning, construction, improvement, maintenance, and operation of public
streets and highways (and their related public facilities for nonmotorized traffic), including the
mitigation of their environmental effects, the payment for property taken or damaged for such
purposes, and the administrative costs necessarily incurred in the foregoing purposes.
(b) The research, planning, construction, and improvement of exclusive public mass transit
guideways (and their related fixed facilities), including the mitigation of their environmental
effects, the payment for property taken or damaged for such purposes, the administrative
costs necessarily incurred in the foregoing purposes, and the maintenance of the structures
and the immediate right-of-way for the public mass transit guideways, but excluding the
maintenance and operating costs for mass transit power systems and mass transit
passenger facilities, vehicles, equipment, and services.
All environmental and community impacts as a result of the proposed Project, have been identified
within the Final EIR and have been either avoided, minimized, and/or fully mitigated. Therefore, a
Community Investment Fund cannot be created for use by the City in the immediate Project area.

Response to Comment L 2-47
Businesses may be indirectly impacted through noise and traffic diversion. However, with the
implementation of Measure MM NV-1, in Section 3.11, Noise, and Measure BMP TRA-7, in Section
3.15, Transportation of the Draft EIR, these indirect impacts would be minimized during construction
activities.
Businesses directly impacted through relocation would be sufficiently compensated through the
implementation of Measure MM LU-3 (formerly Measure MM LU-2 in the Draft EIR), in Section 3.10,
Land Use, of the Final EIR. Measure MM LU-3 would ensure that the loss of private industrial
property be mitigated by payment of fair market compensation and provision of relocation assistance
in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act.
For these non-residential displacements, the following would be provided to business operators:
•

Relocation advisory services

•

Minimum 90 days written notice to vacate prior to requiring possession

•

Reimbursement for moving and reestablishment expenses

Response to Comment L 2-48
The Outreach and Engagement Plan identified in Measure BMP PH-1, in Section 3.12, Population
and Housing, of the Draft EIR, will be developed with engagement from various stakeholders during
final design, which will include input from the San Joaquin County, City of Stockton, and various
community stakeholder groups. SJRRC welcomes input from the City on what the City feels are the
best avenues for housing and shelters for the homeless population near the Mormon Sough during
the Project’s final design phase.
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Response to Comment L 2-49
The City’s comment is acknowledged and documented for the public record.
The Project, itself, would not cause any significant or unavoidable impacts to historically
underserved neighborhoods within the Project Study Area and all Project impacts to the community
have been fully minimized and/or mitigated.
The Community Workforce and Training Agreement (CWTA), adopted on July 26, 2016 by Stockton
City Council, only applies to City of Stockton Public Works projects worth over $1 million that are bid
after August 25, 2016. Since the Project is not a City Public Works project, the CWTA was not
applied to this Project.
In addition, federal regulations prohibit the use of such agreements. Since the project is partially
funded with federal transportation dollars, Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program rules
apply. DBE rules require that consultants and contractors either meet a calculated project specific
DBE participation goal or undertake and document good faith efforts to do so. If the apparent low
bidder does not meet the project goal, a Good Faith Efforts Evaluation must be made examining
several specific factors. Failure to meet the goal or make adequate good faith efforts are grounds for
rejecting the bidder as non-responsive.
By definition, a DBE is a socially and economically disadvantaged small business owned by a
woman or by a specific ethnic group that has been properly certified by Caltrans. These groups
include:
•

African American

•

Asian Pacific American

•

Native American

•

Women

•

Hispanic American

•

Subcontinent Asian American

The federal funding restrictions prohibit the use of the Local Employment Ordinance (Stockton
Municipal Code (SMC) section 3.68.095), the Local Business Preference Ordinance (SMC section
3.68.090) or any other local hiring preferences.

Response to Comment L 2-50
At this time, no dead-end cul-de-sacs are proposed for streets as part of the Project.
SJRRC will continue to coordinate with City Fire Department and Public Works Department during
final design, which will include consideration of any dead-end cul-de-sacs at that time.
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Response to Comment L 2-51
SJRRC will continue to coordinate with City Fire Department and Public Works Department during
final design, which will include consideration of access gate automation with Fire Department
interoperability.

Response to Comment L 2-52
SJRRC will continue to coordinate with City Fire Department and Public Works Department during
final design, which will include consideration of access gate automation with City Fire Department
interoperability.

Response to Comment L 2-53
SJRRC will continue to coordinate with City Fire Department and Public Works Department during
final design, which will include consideration of ladder truck positioning in areas that will require fire
access roads installed parallel with the rail.

Response to Comment L 2-54
SJRRC will continue to coordinate with City Fire Department and Public Works Department during
final design, which will include consideration of applicable codes and fire infrastructure standards.
Access staircases are not likely to be preferred due to the potential security risks and hazards
created, but other solutions are likely available and can be discussed further during final design.

Response to Comment L 2-55
The reference to Truck 7 has been updated to state Truck 4, as requested, in Section 3.13, Public
Services of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-56
SJRRC acknowledges that the City’s Fire Department will require permitting for any aboveground
tank storing fuel in excess of 60 gallons.
Should an AST at that capacity be identified as necessary during final design, SJRRC will work with
the City’s Fire Department to obtain the required permits prior to construction.

Response to Comment L 2-57
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.
Between Aurora Street and the existing UP Fresno Subdivision tracks, Church Street is a privately
owned road. New pedestrian and bicycle facilities connecting the public and private segments of
Church Street would require approval from and easements through UP, the City, and the owners of
the privately owned segment of the street.
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Further coordination with the City regarding this issue will occur during final design. Please refer to
Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15, Transportation, of the
Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the CPUC GO 88B process, to
formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-58
A description of the Project and the purpose of the Project was added to the Traffic Report in
Appendix E of the Final EIR, as requested by the commenter.

Response to Comment L 2-59
The commenter stated to rename the No Action Alternative 2045 to No Project Alternative 2045.
This revision was made throughout the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-60
The commenter stated that the Lafayette Street closure component of the Project should be
analyzed separately. East Lafayette Street and East Church Street are proposed to be closed to all
modes of travel.
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-61
The commenter stated to provide a summary of existing rail crossings in the report. This comment
has been addressed within the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-62
The commenter stated that justifying the use of 2019 traffic data was sound because 2020
conditions are not typical. This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the
public record.

Response to Comment L 2-63
The commenter stated the need for a list of freight data sources. As identified in the Traffic Report in
Appendix E of the Draft EIR, the latest City of Stockton General Plan was utilized as the primary
source for the freight information.
The STAA truck route map has been added and referenced within the Traffic Report, in Appendix E
of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-64
The commenter stated to provide more information about STREETLIGHT Data.
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Upon the review and assessment of the available traffic data compiled from the City of Stockton and
other sources, while there was good coverage of observed 2019 average annual daily traffic (AADT)
of study area roadways, the coverage of intersection turning movements was limited, with 5 of the 28
intersections including representative morning and afternoon peak hour volumes.
In order to develop a more complete profile of existing turning movements for the traffic study area
intersections, STREETLIGHT DATA was purchased to provide turning movements for each of the 28
intersections. The supplementary data included morning and afternoon peak hour turning
movements for each intersection representing average weekday traffic conditions for 2019.
STREETLIGHT DATA has been used regularly (nationally and in California) to provide roadway
volumes and intersection turning movement counts, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The referenced link provides detail about STREETLIGHT DATA:
https://www.streetlightdata.com/traffic-engineering-operations/#turning-movements

Response to Comment L 2-65
The commenter asked for actual or estimated heavy vehicle (or truck traffic) percentages and peak
hour factors to be included in the Synchro model, rather than default values.
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.
As for the overall analysis, peak hours data were used directly as turning movement counts in the
analysis. Appropriate truck percent defaults were built into the Synchro software used in this
analysis, which are well within the normal conditions for roadway classifications in the traffic study
area.
In addition, peaking factors were not used in the analysis primarily because peak hour volumes were
collected and used directly in the analysis.

Response to Comment L 2-66
Please refer to Response to Comment L 2-63.
In addition, peak hour factors were not used due to the availability of AM and PM peak hour traffic
volumes.

Response to Comment L 2-67
This number in Table 4-1 has been fixed in the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR, as
requested.

Response to Comment L 2-68
The errors in Table 4-2 have been reviewed and corrected, as requested, in the Traffic Report in
Appendix E of the Final EIR. In addition, references to sidewalk crossings at East Church Street and
UP and California Street/BNSF have been reviewed and corrected in the Traffic Report, as
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necessary. The sidewalk exists only on the western side of the roadway at the Aurora Street/BNSF
crossing.
A detailed condition assessment of existing roadways, crossing, and sidewalks was not conducted.
The proposed project will upgrade modified and/or new crossings with current vehicle and
pedestrian warning devices and meeting current Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards.
Missing sidewalks or gap closures will be constructed by the proposed Project, and extending to
Union Street east of the crossings, at the following locations:
•

North side of East Weber Avenue

•

South side of East Main Street

•

Both sides of East Market Street

•

Both sides of East Scotts Avenue

Response to Comment L 2-69
The commenter inquired if all current and planned City projects affecting or adding to existing bicycle
infrastructure be added to the traffic study analysis.
It is confirmed that all current and planned City projects affecting bicycle facilities has been included
in the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-70
The commenter states that Figure 4-3 of the Traffic Report (Appendix E of the Draft EIR) should
include planned facilities and not just facilities within the area that have been already built.
Figure 4-3 of the Traffic Report in the Draft EIR shows the existing conditions map; and thus, the
planned facilities are not shown on this figure. However, planned projects are shown on the
Proposed Future Conditions figure in the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Draft EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-71
The commenter states to include STAA truck routes to Figure 4-5 of the Traffic Report in Appendix E
of the Draft EIR. The Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) truck route has been added as
Figure 4-6 of the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR, as requested.

Response to Comment L 2-72
The commenter stated to include STAA truck routes in the analysis of the Traffic Report in Appendix
E of the Draft EIR. STAA truck references and routes map has been included in the Traffic Report in
Appendix E of the Final EIR, as requested.

Response to Comment L 2-73
The commenter asks that all planned changes to transportation infrastructure are included in the
traffic analysis. In response to this comment, California Street Road Diet Project (PW1805) and
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South Airport Way Separated Bike-way Project (PW1808) were added to the discussion in the Traffic
Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-74
The commenter stated to change the name of Table 5-1 in the Traffic Report, Appendix E of the
Draft EIR. The table has been renamed to “Anticipated Future Changes to Transportation
Infrastructure,” in the Traffic Report, Appendix E, of the Final EIR, as requested.

Response to Comment L 2-75
Research of various traffic volume flow maps, volumes, and reports from multiple sources, including
the City’s traffic flow maps and City’s General Plan, Caltrans counts, and other available general
plans, were reviewed to determine a realistic traffic growth rate from 2019 to 2045.
As confirmed and suggested in coordinating with the City, the most applicable source is traffic
information is the City’s traffic consultants and traffic flow maps from 2015 to 2019.
The Project Team worked with the City’s consultant and used the flows by major and minor roads
within the Project traffic study area while also including adjacent segments such as I-5, SR 99 and
SR 4.
The average annual growth rate from this data was computed at an average of 1.0 percent,
compounded annually to 2045. This growth rate was well within the range identified by the City’s
consultant for this area near Downtown.
SR 4 growth factors were derived based on the City of Stockton General Plan and Caltrans historical
and estimated future traffic growth percentages, which was maintained at a flat level (no) of growth.

Response to Comment L 2-76
The commenter stated to fix the typographical errors in this section of the Traffic Report, Appendix E
of the Draft EIR. These typographical errors have been fixed in the Traffic Report in Appendix E of
the Final EIR, as requested.

Response to Comment L 2-77
Please refer to Response to Comment L 2-63.

Response to Comment L 2-78
The commenter asked for an explanation of the increase in delay at Intersection #8 in the AM Peak
Hour in the Traffic Report, Appendix E of the Draft EIR. The increase in delay at this intersection is
due to the anticipated volume increase from 2019 to 2045 and is noted in the revised text within the
Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR.
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Response to Comment L 2-79
The commenter asked for an explanation of the increase in delay at Intersections #8 and #10 in the
PM Peak Hour. The increase in delay at intersections #8 and #10 during PM peak hour is due to the
volume increase from 2019 to 2045 and is noted in the revised text of the Traffic Report in Appendix
E of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-80
The commenter asked for both segments of East Lafayette Street be included in Table 5.5 and
Figure 5-5 in the Traffic Report, Appendix E of the Draft EIR. This information is already reported
under “all other roadway segments” on the bottom of Table 5.5 of the Traffic Report in Appendix E of
the Draft EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-81
The commenter asked that all pedestrian facilities anticipated by 2045 under proposed Project
conditions be included as part of the analysis.
All planned improvements to pedestrian facilities were provided to the Project team by the City and
included in the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Draft EIR.
All at-grade crossings have been reported under 2045 No Project conditions. There were no planned
improvements to pedestrian facilities or at-grade intersections within the traffic study area.

Response to Comment L 2-82
The commenter asked that the Project team to identify which improvement projects and long-term
planning projects would make changes or improvements to the bicycle network.
All planned improvements the City has identified and provided to the Project Team were included in
the traffic analysis. Limited or no impacts to the bike network were identified upon review of the
information provided by the City.

Response to Comment L 2-83
The commenter stated that Figure 5.7 reference specific project improvements in the Traffic Report,
Appendix E of the Draft EIR. Figure 5-7 in the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Draft EIR already
includes projects identified by the City.

Response to Comment L 2-84
The commenter stated to include STAA truck routes. An STAA route map has been included in the
Traffic Report, Appendix E of the Final EIR, as requested.
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Response to Comment L 2-85
The commenter stated that the Lafayette Street closure component of the Project should be
analyzed separated. East Lafayette Street and East Church Street are proposed to be closed to all
modes of travel.
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-86
The commenter is requests that the Project Team explain that the Lafayette Street may be
considered, but is not an integral part of the Project, and it should be analyzed in a separate
scenario.
The closure of Lafayette Street is considered an integral of the Project, because as currently
designed, the crossing would remain at grade in a configuration with a large gap between the main
line and wye connection track, creating long signal approach requirements and a greater distance for
motorists, bicycles, and pedestrians to cross. The closure of the Lafayette Street crossing was
included in the environmental impact analysis, to evaluate potential impacts associated with its
closure.
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-87
The function of Church Street at the location of the proposed closure with existing and projected
2045 peak hour and daily volumes has been added as requested. The following text has been
included on page 51 of the Traffic Report within Appendix E of the Final EIR.
“East Church Street is classified as a local road with 2045 future AM peak hour volume of 38 for EB,
and 117 for WB. The 2045 future PM peak hour volume on East Church Street is 84 for EB and 62
for WB.”

Response to Comment L 2-88
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-89
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.
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Response to Comment L 2-90
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-91
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.
These figures are intended to show traffic redistribution only caused by Lafayette Street closure.
Separate figures are provided to show redistribution due to the Church Street closure.

Response to Comment L 2-92
The commenter stated to remove Figure 6-5 in the Traffic Report, Appendix E of the Draft EIR, as it
is redundant. This comment is noted but no revisions to text were made.
See response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15, Transportation, of the
Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the CPUC GO 88B process, to
formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-93
The commenter stated to insert new figures with revised traffic redistribution. This comment is noted,
but no revisions to text were conducted. See response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA8, in Section 3.15, Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur
as part of the CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-94
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-95
The commenter stated to repeat Table 6-1 headers in the Traffic Report, Appendix E of the Draft
EIR. This comment has been addressed in the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-96
The commenter stated to repeat Table 6-2 headers in the Traffic Report, Appendix E of the Draft
EIR. This comment has been addressed in the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-97
The commenter stated to note any substantial differences in LOS in No Project conditions. Any
substantial differences were noted in Section 6.3 of the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR.
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Response to Comment L 2-98
The commenter stated to note any substantial differences in LOS in No Project conditions. These
differences are now shown in the Table 6-3 of the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-99
The commenter stated to note any substantial differences in LOS in No Project conditions. These
differences are now shown in the Table 6-4 of the Traffic Report in Appendix E of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-100
There are limited, if any, impacts to pedestrian access at-grade. Please refer to Response L 2-4,
which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15, Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional
evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize
recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-101
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-102
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-103
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-104
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-105
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.
The commenter stated that page breaks between Synchro sheets be added. These page breaks
were added, as requested.
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Response to Comment L 2-106
The commenter stated that the Lafayette Street closure component of the Project should be
analyzed separated.
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-107
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-108
The commenter stated to add daily traffic volumes. AM and PM peak hour volumes were provided
for the analysis.
In addition, the commenter stated the need for detailed truck circulation and impact analysis as part
of the transportation analysis.
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-109
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-110
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-111
Please refer to Response L2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-112
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.
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Response to Comment L 2-113
The commenter stated that the Lafayette Street closure component of the Project should be
analyzed separate and include a comparison of Lafayette Street LOS with other traffic study area
intersections.
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street

Response to Comment L 2-114
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-115
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment L 2-116
The proposed Project extends sidewalk improvements to Union Street at East Weber Avenue, East
Main Street, East Market Street, and East Scotts Avenue to City standards.

Response to Comment L 2-117
As specified in Measure BMP AES-3, in Section 3.1, Aesthetics of the Draft EIR, during final design,
SJRRC will ensure that a lighting plan will be developed that will select temporary and permanent
lighting fixtures to minimize glare on adjacent properties and into the night sky.
As defined in the City’s Municipal Code, permanent lighting fixtures will be selected to ensure that
the light beam is controlled and not directed across a property line or upward into the sky. Lighting
will be shielded with non-glare hoods or reflectors and focused within the Project ROW.
The lighting plan will be reviewed and approved by the City prior to construction to ensure
compliance with the City’s Municipal Code and General Plan.

Response to Comment L 2-118
Dependent on the flyover structure type (design option) chosen (i.e. embankment, retaining wall,
viaduct) during final design, the exact number of parcels acquired and area of each parcel acquired
will vary, particularly on the east side of the flyover, between the flyover and Union Street.
During final design, SJRRC will determine the acreage of the parcel remainders post-construction,
and coordinate with the City on viable options for the parcel remainders as specified in new Measure
MM LU-2, in Section 3.10, Land Use of the Final EIR. This will be done in conjunction with
implementation Measure BMP AES-2, which requires SJRRC to coordinate with the City on the
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incorporation of trees along the west side of South Union Street if the viaduct or retaining wall design
option for the flyover are selected during final design.
The extent of frontage improvements and corresponding access (i.e. sidewalks, driveways, parking,
etc.) would require additional analysis and is dependent on planning efforts and land use decisions
outside of SJRRC’s jurisdiction.

Response to Comment L 2-119
The at-grade crossing proposed improvements will be formalized during final design. All new or
modified railroad-roadway at-grade crossings will include new concrete panels.

Response to Comment L 2-120
The City is currently in the planning phase for bicycle improvements at Main Street, Market Street,
and East Hazelton Avenue. Specific improvements have not been identified during the preliminary
design stage, but will be identified during final design.
SJRRC has been coordinating with the City on the proposed Charter Way and Hazelton Avenue
grade separations, and at-grade crossing improvements along Main and Market Streets. The Project
has been designed to accommodate the ultimate width required for these planned future
improvements

Response to Comment L 2-121
SJRRC acknowledges the need for a City encroachment permit and will coordinate with the City
during final design to secure such applicable permits for the Project.

Response to Comment L 2-122
SJRRC acknowledges that a ROW record map will be required to document all monumentation and
changes to ROW and private property acquisitions, and that protection and reestablishment of
monumentation will be required.
ROW engineering efforts, to include record mapping, will be prepared during final design. Protection
or re-establishment of existing monumentation will be clarified in the construction bid documents
within the project’s construction limits

Response to Comment L 2-123
SJRRC will coordinate with City utilities as specified in new Measure BMP UTIL-2, in Section 3.17,
Utilities and Service Systems in the Final EIR.
SJRRC anticipates that any relocations required will remain within the limits and scope of this EIR. In
the event improvements are required as a result of the grade separation project that extend beyond
the EIR, an addendum to the EIR will be prepared by SJRRC.
In addition, consideration for existing and proposed utility protection and relocation where the
proposed railroad corridor crosses will be part of the Project. Empty sleeves and/or conduits will be
provided where access to maintain existing utilities or install planned future utilities would be
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restricted, as specified in Measure UTIL-2, in Section 3.17, Utilities and Service Systems in the Final
EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-124
City utilities impacted by the Project will be sized to conform to existing connections, and to avoid
impacts that may extend beyond the Project limits. SJRRC and the design team will continue
coordination with the City to address utility impacts through final design.

Response to Comment L 2-125
Refer to Response to Comment L 2-122, above.

Response to Comment L 2-126
As discussed in Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality, of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project is
anticipated to increase the surface water runoff; however, the additional surface flows are not
anticipated to exceed planned stormwater drainage systems.
Additionally, the proposed Project is anticipated to install best management practices that would
treat surface runoff and promote infiltration prior to discharging to the drainage systems, reducing
the amount of additional flow discharged to the downstream drainage system. As discussed in
Response L 2-26, post construction water quality measures will be identified and determined during
the final design phase.
Detailed design for storm drainage will be performed during final design as part of the project, as
specified in new Measure BMP HYD-5, in Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality of the Final EIR,
both for the railroad corridor and for each segment of City street affected by the Project.
The Project does not intend to modify existing City storm drain systems along roadways, with the
exception of lowering a section of Hazelton Avenue under the proposed railroad flyover. Detailed
design for storm drainage will be evaluated as part of the Project during final design, both for the
railroad corridor and for each segment of City street affected by the Project.
Further, railroad corridor storm drainage will be directed to best management practices (BMPs) for
water quality treatment prior to discharge. Specific discharge points and flow volumes will be
determined during final design. If existing City storm drains are proposed for railroad corridor storm
drain discharge, study of the City system capacity and impacts will be performed. Mormon Slough is
likely to be the primary discharge point for railroad corridor storm drainage.

Response to Comment L 2-127
SJRRC has requested the precise road plans from the City, for those roadways that have not
already been coordinated with City staff to accommodate City future plans and ultimate roadway
widths. This coordination will continue through the final design phase.
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Response to Comment L 2-128
Refer to Response to Comment L 2-116, above.

Response to Comment L 2-129
All public outreach efforts are summarized in Section 8.3.1 Outreach During Development of the
Draft EIR, Section 8.3.2 Stakeholder Working Group, Section 8.3.5, Notification and Circulation of
the Draft EIR of Chapter 8, in the Final EIR.
During the 45-day public review period for the Draft EIR no comments regarding the visual quality of
the Project were received from surrounding residences or businesses.

Response to Comment L 2-130
During final design, SJRRC will prepare a project-specific drainage report consistent with City
standards. A new measure has been included as new Measure BMP HYD-5, in Section 3.9,
Hydrology and Water Quality of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-131
A comprehensive traffic analysis was completed showing traffic circulation impacts, both with and
without the proposed Project. The construction phasing currently proposed is considered
preliminary, and subject to change based on additional stakeholder and railroad input during final
design. Additionally, the phasing plan may also vary based on contractor preference at the time of
construction. During the final design phase, SJRRC will develop a TMP, identified as Measure BMP
TRA-7, in Section 3.15, Transportation. This TMP will be reviewed and approved by the City and will
reflect the preferred phasing plan.

Response to Comment L 2-132
The City’s comment has been acknowledged and included as part of the public record.
Table ES.6-1, BMP Measures outlines all BMP Measures identified in the EIR. The BMP measures
are not considered mitigation. Therefore, only true mitigation measures (MMs) were identified in
Table ES.6-2, Summary of Impacts, which summarizes impacts in terms of level of significance that
is specific to CEQA.

Response to Comment L 2-133
A member of the Project Team has reviewed the Draft EIR to confirm the EIR includes applicable
goals and policies.
The City’s comment has been acknowledged and included as part of the public record.

Response to Comment L 2-134
BMP measures consist of best management practices, standard federal, state, regional, and local
regulations and policies, or avoidance and minimization measures. Thus, BMP measures are not
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considered mitigation measures. If BMP measures are implemented, then impacts would be
considered less than significant. If a mitigation measure (MM) is necessary, then the finding for the
resource topic would be considered Less than Significant with Mitigation Incorporated.

Response to Comment L 2-135
The information presented within Section 3.1, Aesthetics, of the Draft EIR stating the community’s
aesthetic preferences were indicated by comments made by the public during the public scoping
meeting for this Project as well as the research found in Appendix A, Stockton Documents Affecting
Visual Quality, of the Draft EIR. Further, existing visual quality is accurately described in Section 3.1,
Aesthetics in the Draft EIR, and the several photos of existing visual quality within the Project Study
Area support the corresponding characterizations.
In addition, residents and businesses that are located within and immediately adjacent to the Project
Study Area were notified during the 45-day public review period of the Draft EIR. As such, impacts
and measures proposed have been adequately advertised and available for review for affected
parties.

Response to Comment L 2-136
Air quality, noise, and traffic impacts on the surrounding neighborhoods have been addressed in
Sections 3.2, Air Quality, 3.11, Noise and Vibration, and 3.15, Transportation, respectively, in the
Draft EIR.
Measures BMP AQ-1, BMP AQ-3. and BMP AQ-4, MM NV-1 and MM NV-2, Measures BMP TRA-1
through BMP-5, and Measure BMP TRA-7, would assist in minimizing and mitigating specific indirect
impacts related to air quality, noise, and traffic on surrounding neighborhoods, including sensitive
receptors or special populations located within proximity to the Project construction areas.

Response to Comment L 2-137
Chapter 2 does not reference specific BMPs measures. BMP measures have been identified within
the Executive Summary, each applicable resource section in Chapter 3, and within the cumulative
impact discussion in Chapter 6 of the EIR.
Proposed design options related to the flyover have already been identified in Section 2.1.3, Design
Options of the Proposed Project, of the EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-138
The same measures (Measures MM HAZ-1 through MM HAZ-7), identified to mitigate potential
impacts to schools that may be affected by the use of commercially available hazardous materials
such as gasoline, brake fluids, coolants, and paints during construction, would also apply to homes,
businesses, and parks within the Project Study Area.
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With the implementation of Measure BMP PH-1, in Section 3.12, Population and Housing in the Draft
EIR, homeless individuals would be temporarily or permanently relocated during construction
activities. Thus, no homeless individuals would be able to access the construction areas.

Response to Comment L 2-139
Measure MM HAZ-1, in Section 3.8, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, was amended to indicate
that the City will have an opportunity to review and provide comments on the Hazardous Materials
Mitigation Plan (HMMP), as requested.

Response to Comment L 2-140
Measure MM HAZ-8, in Section 3.8, Hazards and Hazardous Materials indicates that the
consultation with local agencies to address road closure plans and coordinate adequate response
will be completed prior to construction and closure of East Church Street and East Lafayette Street.
If delays cannot be avoided after these coordination efforts during the final design phase and prior to
construction, then additional impact discussion will be addressed in a supplemental environmental
document.

Response to Comment L 2-141
The proposed Project will prepare a construction SWPPP and industrial SWPPP in accordance with
the CGP and industrial general permit.
These plans will require the contractor to address water quality issues by determining erosion and
sediment controls as well as non-stormwater controls and waste/materials management during
construction and, if applicable, post construction.
The plans will be developed prior to the start of construction, and filed with SMARTS, as stated in
Response R 6-9. Additionally, the Project is anticipated to implement permanent BMPs to treat
surface flows and encourage infiltration prior to discharging downstream as discussed further in
Response L 2-124. Implementation of the Project under Alternative 1A, Build Alternative, will not
alter the existing flow patterns of the Mormon Slough.

Response to Comment L 2-142
The reference to permits in Section 3.9, Hydrology and Water Quality refers to the CGP, referenced
in Measure BMP HYD-2, and the Stormwater General Permit identified in Measure BMP HYD-3.
These permits are considered standard permits required for construction activities. As such, they
would not qualify as mitigation.
404 and 401 regulatory permits will be required as part of the Project and addressed in Section 3.3,
Biological Resources.

Response to Comment L 2-143
There are no general plan policies referenced in Chapter 2, Project Description of the Draft EIR.
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Response to Comment L 2-144
Section 3.10, Land Use, of the Final EIR, was updated to include a paragraph that summarizes all
adjacent land uses identified in Figure 3.10-1, City of Stockton Planned Land Use Map.
The quantification of exact number of homes and businesses would not substantially contribute to
the analysis of land use impacts, as the findings are related to direct or indirect impacts to affected
properties, as a result of the Project. In addition, a discussion related to the number of businesses or
homes within and immediately adjacent to the area would not change the findings of the existing
impacts analysis within the Draft EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-145
Measure BMP LU-1, in Section 3.10, Land Use and Planning of the Draft EIR, commits SJRRC to
coordinate with the City during final design and prior to construction, to ensure that the City’s
General Plan is amended to include the changes in land use as a result of the Project. Therefore,
the measure is specific and not broad in nature.

Response to Comment L 2-146
Table 3.10-1, Property Acquisitions and TCEs with the Proposed Project, in Section 3.10, Land Use
and Planning of the Draft EIR identifies the specific property’s assessor’s parcel number (APN), type
of impact, the acreage of parcel impacts, the current occupant type, and the City’s zoned land use
for the parcel.
Only six parcels that will be fully acquired as part of the Project, five of these parcels have active
businesses and will be displaced and require relocation. The other eight parcels are currently vacant
land or used for truck and RV parking purposes.
As specified in Measure MM LU-3 (formerly Measure MM LU-2 of the Draft EIR), in the Final EIR,
during final design, SJRRC will ensure that any loss of private industrial property would be mitigated
by payment of fair market value.

Response to Comment L 2-147
Please refer to the response to comments, 2-148 through 2-151, below.

Response to Comment L 2-148
Policy LU-6.3 of the City’s 2040 General Plan states: Ensure that all neighborhoods have access to
well-maintained public facilities and utilities that meet community service needs.
The Project’s goal is to improve regional passenger travel efficiency by reducing conflicting train
movements. Additionally, the proposed Project would improve roadway access, safety, and mobility
at the existing railway crossing for bicyclists and pedestrians throughout the community, including
the environmental justice communities within the Project Study Area.
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The Project would not preclude the community’s access to any existing public facilities and utilities
long-term, and any public facilities and utilities affected by the Project would be maintained or
restored to its existing condition. Therefore, the Project is not inconsistent with Policy LU 6.3 of the
City’s 2040 General Plan.

Response to Comment L 2-149
Action TR-1.1C in the City’s 2040 General Plan states: Require roadways in new development areas
to be designed with multiple points of access and to address barriers, including waterways and
railroads, in order to maximize connectivity for all modes of transportation.
The area within and adjacent to the Project Study Area is not considered a new development area.
The areas that will be temporarily or permanently impacted by the proposed Project will convert
existing industrially zoned land uses into transportation use. Therefore, Action TR-1.1C from the
City’s 2040 General Plan is not applicable to the Project.

Response to Comment L 2-150
Policy TR-1.2 of the City’s 2040 General Plan states: Enhance the use and convenience of rail
service for both passenger and freight movement.
As stated earlier, the Project’s goal is to improve regional passenger travel efficiency by reducing
conflicting train movements, which would also improve freight rail travel efficiency. Therefore, the
Project is consistent with Policy TR-1.2 of the City’s General Plan and has been added to the
consistency table discussion within Section 3.10, Land Use and Planning of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-151
The Project’s purpose and need does not support the pursuit of access to high-speed rail, but also
does not preclude the eventual construction of high-speed rail activities. Therefore, Action TR-1.2A
of the City’s General Plan does not apply to the Project.

Response to Comment L 2-152
The Project’s purpose would support the San Joaquin Regional Transportation District’s Regional
Bus Service, Altamont Corridor Express (ACE), and the Amtrak San Joaquins intercity rail service.
Indirectly, the Project would assist in the pursuit and support of other regional transit programs and
projects, such as: ACE plans to bypass existing bottlenecks (e.g., the Union Pacific railyards in
South Stockton).
The Project would not preclude the connection to the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system;
extension of ACE service south to Merced; or the proposed rail connections between Stockton and
Sacramento along the California Traction and other rail corridors.
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Therefore, the Project is consistent with Action TR-1.2B of the City’s General Plan, and this Action
and the Project’s consistency with this action has been added to Section 3.10, Land Use and
Planning of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-153
Action TR-1.2.C of the City’s General Plan has been incorporated into the discussion under Section
3.10, Land Use and Planning of the Final EIR, and the Project is consistent with Action TR-1.2C of
the City’s 2040 General Plan.
There is no record of a policy or action with the identifier “TC-6.1” within the City’s 2040 General
Plan.

Response to Comment L 2-154
The Project’s goal is to improve regional passenger travel efficiency by reducing conflicting train
movements. Additionally, the proposed Project would improve roadway access, safety, and mobility
at the existing railway crossing for bicyclists and pedestrians.
As stated in Section 1.5, Chapter 1 of the Draft EIR, the Project goals and objectives are to:
•

Reduce passenger and freight rail delays and associated congestion;

•

Maintain key community connections;

•

Improve multimodal access;

•

Provide local and regional environmental and economic benefits; and

•

Address safety by closures and enhancements at key roadway-rail grade crossings

Thus, the Project does not include any Traffic Oriented Development (TOD) and no mitigation
measures to take into account future TOD development would be required.

Response to Comment L 2-155
Please refer to responses 2-156 through 2-158, below.

Response to Comment L 2-156
Policy SAF-2.5 from the City’s 2040 General Plan has been included within Section 3.11, Noise and
Vibration of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-157
Action SAF-2.5A of the City’s 2040 General Plan refers to prohibiting of new commercial, industrial,
or other noise generating land uses adjacent to existing sensitive noise receptors.
The Stockton Diamond is an existing transportation facility. Improvements proposed as part of the
Project would not create a new commercial, industrial, or other noise generating land uses, as the
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Project is proposing a grade separation of an existing transportation facility. Therefore, Action SAF2.5A of the City’s 2040 General Plan does not apply to the Project.

Response to Comment L 2-158
As defined in Table 5-1 of the City’s 2040 General Plan, “Normally Acceptable” is defined as:
“Specified land use is satisfactory based on the assumption that any buildings involved are of
normal, conventional construction, without any special noise insulation requirements.”
Based on this definition, it alludes that these standards would apply to development projects within
the City, and not related to existing transportation corridors, like the Stockton Diamond; and thus,
Action SAF-2.5B of the City’s 2040 General Plan would not be directly applicable to the Project.
However, SJRRC recognizes the importance of evaluating the potential impacts of ambient noise as
a result of the Project. Therefore, as identified in Section 3.11, Noise and Vibration of the Draft EIR,
train noise and noise impact criteria on Noise-Sensitive Land Use Categories were evaluated under
federal standards.
As discussed in Section 3.11, Noise and Vibration of the Draft EIR, the noise impact criteria used by
FTA and FRA are ambient based; the increase in future noise (future noise levels with the proposed
Project compared to existing noise levels) is assessed rather than the noise caused by each passing
train. It is important to note that the noise impact criteria do not specify a comparison of the future
proposed Project noise to the future No Project noise. This is because comparison of a future noise
projection with an existing noise condition is more accurate than comparison of a projection with
another noise projection.
Because background noise is expected to increase by the time the proposed Project improvements
generate noise, this approach of using existing noise conditions is conservative. Depending on the
magnitude of the cumulative noise increases, FTA and FRA categorize impacts as follows:
•

No impact – Project-generated noise is not likely to cause community annoyance.

•

Moderate impact – Project-generated noise in this range is considered to cause impact
at the threshold of measurable annoyance. Mitigation should be considered at this level
of impact based on project specifics and details concerning the affected properties.

•

Severe impact – Project-generated noise in this range is likely to cause a high level of
community annoyance. Mitigation measures must be considered.

The Draft EIR concluded that there are four residences with moderate noise impacts, five residences
with moderate noise impacts, two moderate noise impact at institutional receivers, and twelve singlefamily homes with severe noise impacts. As a result, sound insulation is recommended for the
twelve residences with severe noise impacts. Consistent with the guidelines set by the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development. Under these guidelines, interior noise levels for
residential land uses should not exceed a Ldn of 45 dBA, and a form of fresh air exchange must be
maintained.
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Based on the information above, all long-term noise impacts are adequately addressed and
mitigated.

Response to Comment L 2-159
The only reference to vibration within the General Plan EIR identified, below:
NOISE-2: The proposed project would not expose people to or generate excessive groundborne
vibration or groundborne noise levels.
Therefore, the FTA vibration criteria utilized as the basis of the noise and vibration within the Draft
EIR is consistent with the City’s General Plan EIR goals for vibration exposure.

Response to Comment L 2-160
The majority of the references to noise levels in the General Plan EIR are related to airport noise
contours and traffic noise. There is no specific reference to noise from construction related activity.
The only reference to noise that may be applicable to the Project is as follows:
NOISE-1: The proposed project would not expose people to or generate noise levels in excess of
standards established in the General Plan or the Municipal Code, and/or the applicable standards of
other agencies.
NOISE-1 refers back to the City’s General Plan, which does not identify any construction noise
levels to evaluate noise related to construction activities. However, the City’s General Plan does
reference that a project use “applicable standards of other agencies.” Thus, the FTA construction
noise criteria was used for the basis of the short-term noise impact analysis.

Response to Comment L 2-161
Section 3.11, Noise and Vibration of the Final EIR was revised to provide clarity on nighttime
construction activities near sensitive receptors. Additional text was added indicating that nighttime
construction activities would be limited to track work and other construction necessary to connect the
existing and relocated tracks, and that noise-intensive pile driving would not be conducted at night
(per Measure MM-NV-1 in the EIR).

Response to Comment L 2-162
The proposed mitigation is both reasonable and feasible and would lower the impact below the level
of significance. If a property owner rejects the mitigation, that is their choice, but it does not negate
the appropriateness of the offered mitigation. There is available mitigation to lessen the impact
below the level of significance. The impact would not become significant and unavoidable.

Response to Comment L 2-163
As stated in Measure MM NV-1, in Section 3.11, Noise and Vibration of the Draft EIR, SJRRC would
be responsible for regulating the Noise Control Plan. The measure has been modified to include a
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reference that SJRRC will coordinate with the City during the development of this Noise Control Plan
to ensure that no City standards will be violated during construction of the Project in the same
section of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-164
The Project does not allow for direct boarding or unboarding of trains and does not have a train
station located at the Stockton Diamond. Thus, any connectivity to existing parks within the area
would not be applicable.
As stated in Section 3.15, Recreation of the Draft EIR, the two parks that will be impacted are Union
Park and Independence Park.
As stated in Section 3.15, Recreation, of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project will require 0.03-acre
(1,316-sqare-foot) of TCE in the northwest corner of Union Park.
This TCE, considered a short-term direct impact. The TCE would not directly impact access to the
existing facilities at Union Park in the short term, as multiple access locations are available along the
perimeter of the unfenced park.
Access to Independence Park, located in the southwest quadrant of South Aurora Street and East
Market Street, may be indirectly impacted by the temporary closure of South Market Street during
construction.
However, indirect short-term impacts related to access during construction would be reduced with
the implementation of the proposed Project Construction Transportation Plan, that aims to minimize
impacts of construction traffic on nearby roadways (Measure BMP TRA-2 in Section 3.15,
Transportation) a Construction Management Plan (CMP) that aims to address maintenance and
pedestrian access during the construction period (Measure BMP TRA-4 in Section 3.15,
Transportation), a CMP for the maintenance of bicycle access during construction (Measure BMP
TRA-5 in Section 3.15, Transportation), and a TMP which requires alternate access or detour plans
be available early and continuously throughout the proposed Project construction as part of ongoing
public outreach (Measure BMP TRA-7 in Section 3.15, Transportation).
After the completion of Project construction, there would be no change to the existing access to
Union Park or Independence Park.
Independence Park is not within the Noise RSA. However, noise related impacts at Union Park,
which will be directly impacted during construction was analyzed in Section 3.11, Noise and
Vibration of the Draft EIR. As identified in Table 3.11-9, Category 3 Institutional and Passive-Use
Park Noise Impacts of the Draft EIR, there are no noise impacts at Union Park.

Response to Comment L 2-165
The Project will coordinate with the City’s Parks division during final design in regard to the specific
temporary use of the Union Park as a TCE to construct the underpasses at East Hazelton Avenue
and East Scotts Avenue.
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Response to Comment L 2-166
As stated in Section 3.15, Transportation of the Draft EIR, under CEQA Threshold b) Would the
project conflict or be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines § 15064.3, subdivision (b):
The “Technical Advisory on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA,” prepared by the State of
California Office of Planning and Research in December 2018, was the primary source used to
assess the need for project-specific VMT analysis. Pages 19-21 of the Technical Advisory identify
transportation project types that are, and are not, likely to lead to measurable or significant increases
in VMT.
According to the Technical Advisory, “Projects that would not likely lead to a substantial or
measurable increase in vehicle travel, and therefore generally should not require an induced travel
analysis [i.e., VMT analysis], include:
•

Grade separation to separate vehicles from rail, transit, pedestrians, or bicycles, or to
replace a lane in order to separate preferential vehicles (for example, HOV, HOT, or
trucks) from general vehicles (OPR 2018:20-21)

Following the guidance in the Office of Planning and Research Technical Advisory, because the
proposed Project is primarily a grade separation project to partially grade separate passenger rail
from freight rail, and to separate rail from roadway traffic, the proposed Project is not likely to lead to
measurable or significant increases in VMT. As such, VMT analysis is not required for analyzing the
proposed Project’s transportation impacts.
However, because the City of Stockton continues to use LOS to evaluate the operating conditions of
selected congested roadway segments and interchanges, an LOS analysis was prepared for the
proposed Project. Note that this LOS analysis was not used to determine the significance of
transportation impacts under CEQA.

Response to Comment L 2-167
As stated in Section 3.15, Transportation of the Draft EIR, the proposed Project would have no
impacts on existing transit routes except on Charter Way (Route 49). In the long term, Route 49 will
remain on Charter Way. During construction, however, the proposed Project will construct two new
bridges across Charter Way and will demolish a portion of an existing bridge.
Temporary closures, detours, or narrowing to two lanes on Charter Way may be necessary during
construction. Measure BMP TRA-6, in Section 3.15, Transportation of the Draft EIR, which stipulates
the protection of freight and passenger rail during construction, would ensure that any structural
damage to freight or public railways that may occur during the construction period would be repaired
and any damaged sections be returned to their original structural condition. Measure BMP TRA-6
would reduce potential short-term impacts related to transit resources. After the completion of the
proposed Project, transit operations would be improved from the existing condition and no long-term
impacts would occur.
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Response to Comment L 2-168
Consideration of vegetative barriers and urban greening and a means to potentially reduce air
pollution exposure on sensitive receptors will be evaluated and considered as part of the proposed
Project.
A new measure, identified as Measure BMP AQ-2, has been included within Section 3.2, Air Quality,
of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment L 2-169
The Draft EIR includes a robust Environmental Justice evaluation of potential disproportionately high
and adverse effects on minority and low-income populations in Chapter 5. The analysis considered
all resource areas for which there would be an impact to determine if the impact would
disproportionately affect the minority or low-income populations in the nearby community.
The environmental justice analysis also considers the effects after mitigation is in place for any
significant impacts as well as offsetting benefits.
The methodology utilized to analyze environmental justice impacts is described in Section 5.2.2,
Methods for Analysis of Effects on Minority and Low-Income Populations of the Draft EIR.
As discussed in Section 5.7, Draft Environmental Justice Determination of the Draft EIR, the Project
would result in adverse effects on minority and/or low-income populations. However, with BMP
measures and mitigation measures implemented in Chapter 3, Environmental Impact Analysis, these
adverse effects would be minimized or mitigated.
The determination of whether the proposed Project results in disproportionately high and adverse
effects is based on the totality of the following considerations:
•

The location of adverse effect in relation to minority and low-income populations
o

•

With the proposed Project, all improvements are located in minority and lowincome communities. The location of the proposed Project is fixed, since it
addresses the needs at the currently at-grade Stockton Diamond crossing.
Both the proposed Project burdens and benefits would be experienced by the
local minority and low-income communities.

The severity of the adverse effect and the success of the proposed mitigation measures
in reducing the effect
o

The mitigation measures identified in Chapter 3 address the potentially
adverse impacts related to property acquisitions and displacements, parks
and recreation, noise, and hazardous materials would reduce the severity of
the potentially adverse effects of the proposed Project. With implementation
of these mitigation measures, the proposed Project will not result in
significant adverse effects.
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•

Whether mitigation measures reduce impacts equally for both minority and low-income
populations as for non-minority and non-low-income populations
o

•

The mitigation measures incorporated into the proposed Project would be
applied equally to all residents in the environmental justice RSA and would
have a positive effect on minority and low-income populations since the RSA
for environmental justice is predominantly high-minority and low-income.

The project benefits that would be received by minority populations and low-income
populations
o

The proposed Project’s benefits would be experienced by minority and lowincome populations. There would be no denial of these benefits to these
populations; moreover, many of benefits from the proposed Project would be
received predominantly by the local communities, such as the reduced local
congestion and improved safety, which are high- minority and low-income.

Based on the evaluation of potential adverse effects (burdens) related to environmental justice, as
presented in Section 5.6 in the Draft EIR, and the off-setting benefits discussed in Section 5.7 of the
Draft EIR, the proposed Project would not result in disproportionately high and adverse human
health and environmental effects, including social and economic effects, on minority populations and
low-income populations, and no additional mitigation is required as a result of Project impacts.

Response to Comment L 2-170
These comment observations are acknowledged and appreciated and have been documented as
part of the public record.
Through multiple virtual engagement opportunities during the formal Scoping period and follow-up
meetings with stakeholders during the public circulation period of the Draft EIR summarized in
Chapter 8, Public Outreach, of the Final EIR, SJRRC received valuable input into the development
of analysis within the Draft EIR, including the effects on minority and low-income individuals in the
community.
The findings of the environmental justice evaluation, included in Chapter 5 of the Draft EIR, indicate
there are no disproportionately high and adverse effects on minority populations and low-income
populations; and therefore, no addition mitigation measures are required. Please refer to Response
L 2-169 for additional information.

Response to Comment L 2-171
At this phase of Project development, SJRRC has not yet engaged directly with potentially affected
property owners. As the Project advances through design and construction, SJRRC will meet with
impacted property owners to incorporate their concerns, as applicable, into the Project.

Response to Comment L 2-172
Please refer to Response L 2-154.
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L 3. City of Stockton
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Response to Comment L 3-1
The City submitted comments on the Draft Traffic Report, Appendix E of the Draft EIR. These
comments were submitted via PDF mark-up and have been considered, evaluated, and revised
where applicable within the Appendix E of the EIR. The commenter has been added to the
distribution list in Appendix J of the Final EIR for future notifications regarding this Project.
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L 4. City of Stockton
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Response to Comment L 4-1
The City submitted additional comments on the Draft Traffic Report, Appendix E of the Draft EIR.
These additional comments were submitted via PDF mark-up and have been considered, evaluated,
and revised where applicable within the Appendix E of the Final EIR. The commenter has been
added to the distribution list in Appendix J of the Final EIR for future notifications regarding this
Project.
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M.2.5

COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC
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PC 1. Chris Seminario
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Response to Comment PC 1-1
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.
On March 15, 2021, a member of the Project Team returned Mr. Seminario’s telephone call and left
a message asking for clarification of his comment or question on the Project. Mr. Seminario did not
follow-up on the telephone message left by the Project Team.
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PC 2. Martin
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Response to Comment PC 2-1
On March 25, 2021 at 12:49 pm, a member of the Project Team left a voicemail at the telephone
number provided by the commenter. A member of the Project team then spoke to the commenter on
the same date at 2:18 pm.
The commenter explained that he did not have a computer, so electronic viewing and commenting
on the contents of the Draft EIR was not an option for him. The commenter identified the location of
his properties, and based the information provided, the Project team was able to determine that the
commenter’s properties would not be directly impacted by the Project.
The commenter was encouraged to attend the April 6, 2021, public meeting and informed that he
could contact the Project team member via phone with any additional questions.
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PC 3. Jeffrey Wykoff
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Response to Comment PC 3-1
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.
On March 29, 2021 a member of the Project Team contacted Mr. Wykoff and informed him that he
could make a comment providing the aforementioned environmental impacts or benefits associated
with the Colton Crossing Project. The commenter has been added to the distribution list in Appendix
J of the Final EIR for future notifications regarding this Project.
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PC 4. Jeffrey Wykoff
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Response to Comment PC 4-1
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record. The
commenter has been added to the distribution list in Appendix J of the Final EIR for future
notifications regarding this Project.
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PC 5. David Armstrong
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Response to Comment PC 5-1
The commenter has been added to the distribution list in Appendix J of the Final EIR for future
notifications regarding the Project.
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PC 6. Nathan Werth
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Response to Comment PC 6-1
The commenter has been added to the Project email list for future information on this Project.
Nathan Werth’s contact information has been added to Appendix J, Distribution List of the Final EIR
to ensure that Nathan Werth will receive all future notifications regarding this Project.
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PC 7. Ector Olivares
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Response to Comment PC 7-1
As stated in Section 3.11, Noise and Vibration, of the Draft EIR, because of engineering and
operational limitations of the proposed Project, including the multiple levels of the proposed tracks,
track turnouts and clearance issues, noise barriers would not be a feasible option for noise
mitigation.
The commenter’s request that natural barriers, such as trees, be included to assist in minimizing
noise would not provide a clear quantifiable noise mitigation improvement; and thus, not considered
a viable option for noise mitigation. Any vegetation improvements that would be considered would be
for other reasons, such as potentially reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, or to provide an
aesthetic enhancement based on the structure type selected as part of the Project. Therefore, sound
insulation is recommended for the twelve residences with severe noise impacts.
As identified in Measure MM NV-3, in Section 3.11, Noise and Vibration, of the Draft EIR, the goal of
these sound insulation improvements is to reduce the interior noise levels to below the 45 dBA Ldn
noise threshold set by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Sound insulation
may include the replacement of single paned windows with double paned windows.

Response to Comment PC 7-2
As discussed in Section 3.12, Population and Housing of the Draft EIR, prior to and during
construction, transient populations currently occupying part of the Mormon Slough would need to be
temporarily relocated.
This will be accomplished through the implementation of Measure BMP PH-1, which requires
SJRRC to prepare an Outreach and Engagement Plan. SJRRC will proactively coordinate with the
City and the County, as well as local community stakeholder groups, to assist these transient
populations in finding alternative housing options consistent with the strategies, goals, and policies
of the San Joaquin County Community Response to Homelessness Strategic Plan, and San Joaquin
County’s policies related to homelessness.
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PC 8. Steve Roberts, Rail Passenger Association of California and Nevada
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Response to Comment PC 8-1
This comment states that Rail Passenger Association of California and Nevada has reviewed the
document and has provided comments for the Draft EIR. This comment has been acknowledged
and has been documented as part of the public record.
The commenter’s support for the Project and preference for the Build Alternative has been
documented as part of the public record and was considered in the decision-making process. The
Project Team has selected Alternative 1A, the Build Alternative, as the Preferred Alternative.

Response to Comment PC 8-2
The commenter lists potential additional benefits of the Project. The commenter’s support for the
Project and preference for the Build Alternative has been documented as part of the public record
and was considered in the decision-making process. The Project Team has selected Alternative 1A,
the Build Alternative, as the Preferred Alternative.
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PC 9. Rise Stockton
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Response to Comment PC 9-1
The commenter states their appreciation to provide comments on the Project. The comments
presented in the attached letter are a joint letter from the Rise Stockton Coalition and their partners.
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.

Response to Comment PC 9-2
The commenter stated that the Environmental Justice Coalition, Rise Stockton Coalition, and their
partners have reviewed the Draft EIR and appreciates the opportunity to provide comments. This
comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.

Response to Comment PC 9-3
The commenter is providing background on the commenting party, Rise Stockton. This comment
has been acknowledged and documented as a part of the public record.

Response to Comment PC 9-4
The commenter sees both benefits and points of concern regarding the Project. The commenters
concerns/comments are provided in the following paragraphs. This comment is acknowledged and
has been documented as a part of the public record.

Response to Comment PC 9-5
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record. Your input is
appreciated.
The Outreach and Engagement Plan identified in Measure BMP PH-1, in Section 3.12, Population
and Housing of the Final EIR will be developed with engagement from various stakeholders during
final design, which will include input from the San Joaquin County, City of Stockton, and various
community stakeholder groups, such as Stockton Rise.
SJRRC welcomes input from community partners such as Rise Stockton on the specific outreach
plan during the final design phase.
SJRRC acknowledges Stockton Rise’s request for air quality emissions to be quantified in the Draft
EIR. Quantitative Air Quality impacts are now addressed in Section 3.2, Air Quality of the Final EIR.

Response to Comment PC 9-6
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record. Your input is
appreciated.
SJRRC acknowledges Rise Stockton’s request for air quality emissions to be quantified in the Draft
EIR. Quantitative Air Quality impacts are now addressed in Section 3.2, Air Quality of the Final EIR.
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Response to Comment PC 9-7
The information presented within Section 3.1, Aesthetics of the Draft EIR, stating the community’s
aesthetic preferences were indicated by comments made by the public during the Public Scoping
period for this Project as well as the research found in Appendix A, Stockton Documents Affecting
Visual Quality, of the Draft EIR.
Further, existing visual quality is accurately described in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, and the several
photos of existing visual quality within the Project Study Area support the corresponding
characterizations.
Categorization of the aesthetics resource study area as having poor visual quality derives from an
aesthetics analysis by a qualified practitioner. It reflects research and comparison with visual quality
in other nearby areas. The identified visual quality is not intended to reflect on the community or to
suggest that nearby residents had any influence on the visual quality of the aesthetic RSA.
Indeed, the text indicates that “within the Project construction limits, the industrial and railroad land
uses do not present the aesthetic qualities of cleanliness or order that the community would prefer”,
and “The absence of natural resources… create an impression that existing natural harmony is less
than desired.”
The visual character of the aesthetics resource study area outside the project construction limits is
described in a positive light: “The visual quality of the balance of the aesthetics resource study area,
outside of the railroad ROW and industrial land uses, is defined by neatly arranged single- and
multifamily houses along residential streets and some well-maintained commercial structures ...
Parks within the aesthetics RSA, such as Union Park, Liberty Park, and Independence Park, are
characterized by grassy areas, trees, and pathways that present natural harmony within the
urbanized community.”
As stated in the Draft EIR, to improve aesthetics in the aesthetics resource study area, the Project
will incorporate Measure BMP AES-1, which will coordinate design elements to reduce visual
impacts to the community. Should the retaining wall flyover design option be chosen, street trees
along the west side of South Union Street between East Weber Street and East Scotts Avenue,
particularly across from Union Park to screen the flyover and railroad operations, as discussed in
Measure BMP AES-2, would substantially enhance natural harmony in the Project corridor and
minimize potential negative effects.

Response to Comment PC 9-8
SJRRC appreciates Rise Stockton’s interest to assist the Project Team in the identification of
solutions to any impacts on the local community. In SJRRC’s commitment to deliver a project that
results in no disproportionate impacts on the nearby minority and low-income communities, ongoing
engagement with Rise Stockton and other local community groups is important to project success.
Please refer to Response L 2-169 for a detailed response to the detailed level of Environmental
Justice analysis conducted for the Project.
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Response to Comment PC 9-9
The commenter is summarizing the topics of concern for their comments within this comment letter.
This comment has been acknowledged and recorded as part of the public record.

Response to Comment PC 9-10
SJRRC acknowledges that the COVID 19 pandemic has presented the Project Team with obstacles
to conduct a comprehensive and inclusive community engagement program in-person.
As stated in Section 1.7.3, Public Scoping Process, in Chapter 1 Introduction of the Draft EIR, the
normal scoping period of 30 calendar days required under CEQA was extended an additional 15
calendar days to allow additional time for stakeholders and members of the public to provide their
input on the proposed Project. In addition, three scoping meetings were held virtually via WebEx to
solicit feedback from the public on the scope of the EIR environmental analysis.
During the public scoping period, several public outreach and engagement tactics were deployed by
the Project Team to raise awareness, including alerts on the Project’s bilingual website, SJRRC/ACE
social media platforms, media releases and ads, a direct mailer, electronic notices, and stakeholder
coordination through telephone discussions. These efforts resulted in a total reach of over 275,000
community members through the following:
•

16 social media posts on three platforms / 1 social media advertisement

•

11 electronic notices (eight from the Project, one from the Latino Times, and two from
San Joaquin Joint Powers Authority (SJJPA) to ACE ridership)

•

6,065 mailers distributed to the Project’s contact database (regional stakeholders,
property owners, and occupants within a one-mile radius)

•

Two advertisements (Stockton Record and Vida en el Valle)

•

Three press releases distributed to 235 media outlets resulting in 11 earned articles

During the scoping period, comments could be submitted through several different mediums in an
effort to provide convenience to participants. Electronic comment submittal was established through
the website, email, and virtual public meetings. Comments were also able to be submitted via hard
copy mailers or voicemail on the Project information line.
To raise awareness of the availability of the Draft EIR for public review, several notices and other
activities were undertaken pursuant to CEQA requirements. All communications were implemented
in English and Spanish, and included the following:
•

Two Notice of Availability (NOA) publication advertisements (Stockton Record and Vida
en el Valle)

•

One press release distributed to 235 media outlets

•

Eight bilingual standard posts (includes four boosted posts) on three social media
platforms and one bilingual social media advertisement
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•

Eight email blasts to the proposed Project’s stakeholder database containing 600
contacts

•

One email blast to Latino Times database containing over 100,000 readers

•

Multiple email blasts to ACE ridership of 600 contacts

•

5,463 mailers with a perforated comment card distributed to the Project contact database
(regional stakeholders, property owners, and occupants within a one-mile radius of the
proposed Project Study Area)

•

A bilingual poster with comment cards displayed at 13 repositories/ stakeholder locations
in Stockton (see list below). as well as emailed to the Project’s stakeholder database to
help post via their locations and established online tools.

•

o

Cafe Coop (42 N Sutter Street #208, Stockton, CA)

o

Catholic Charities Stockton (1106 N El Dorado Street, Stockton, CA)

o

Cesar Chavez Central Library (605 N El Dorado Street, Stockton, CA)

o

Community Partnership for Families: Dorothy L. Jones/CUFF Family
Resource Center (2044 Fair Street, Stockton, CA)

o

Fair Oaks Library (2370 E Main Street, Stockton, CA)

o

Huddle Cowork by Launch Pad (110 N San Joaquin Street. 2nd Floor,
Stockton, CA)

o

In-Season Market (215 E Alpine Avenue, Stockton, CA)

o

Maya Angelou Branch Library (2324 Pock Lane, Stockton, CA)

o

Restoration for Life Ministries (1234 E Anderson Street, Stockton, CA)

o

San Joaquin County (44 N San Joaquin Street, Stockton, CA)

o

Stockton City Hall (425 N El Dorado Street, Stockton, CA)

o

Troke Library (502 W Benjamin Holt Drive, Stockton, CA)

o

Weston Ranch Branch Library (4606 McCuen Avenue, Stockton, CA)

A mass text alert sent from a local Stockton realtor and friend of a SJRRC employee to
3,128 local property owners. The Project team confirmed there were no privacy violations
prior to the text being sent on April 20, 2021.

The Draft EIR was also made available on the Project and SJRRC websites,
(https://stocktondiamond.com/), on CD if requested and printed copies of the Draft EIR along with
comment cards were available for review at:
•

Catholic Charities Diocese of Stockton – 1106 N. El Dorado Street, Stockton, CA

•

Café Coop – 42 N Sutter Street, Stockton, CA

•

El Concilio – 445 N San Joaquin Street, Stockton, CA
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•

Bishop Bridges, Restoration for Life Ministries – 1234 Anderson Street, Stockton, CA

•

San Joaquin Regional Rail Commission – 949 E Channel Street, Stockton, CA

•

California High Speed Rail Authority – 770 L Street, Suite 620, Sacramento, CA

•

Stockton City Hall – 425 N El Dorado Street, Stockton, CA

•

San Joaquin County – 44 N San Joaquin Street, Stockton, CA

In an effort to reach all interested and potentially impacted public members during the circulation
period for the Draft EIR as well as allow convenient participation in a safe environment while social
distancing due to COVID-19 mandates, the Project Team identified additional engagement
opportunities, including:
•

Hosting a bilingual virtual public meeting, one in English and one in Spanish
concurrently.

•

Developing a Citizen’s Guide to serve as a quick reference about the Project including
local benefits, key findings of the Draft EIR and details on how to comment. The guide
condensed and streamlined very technical information with simplified content and
graphics to visually tell the story to the public. An electronic copy was distributed to key
stakeholders via email blasts as well as posted on the Project website and social media.
Hardcopies of the guide were also place at the eight repository locations (listed above)
and eight additional locations throughout Stockton (listed below).
o

Fair Oaks Library: 2370 E Main Street, Stockton, CA

o

Cesar Chavez Central Library: 605 N El Dorado Street, Stockton, CA

o

Troke Library: 502 W Benjamin Holt Drive, Stockton, CA

o

Weston Ranch Branch Library: 4606 McCuen Avenue, Stockton, CA

o

Maya Angelou Branch Library: 2324 Pock Lane, Stockton, CA

o

In-Season Market: 215 E Alpine Avenue, Stockton, CA

o

Community Partnership for Families: Dorothy L. Jones/CUFF Family
Resource Center: 2044 Fair Street, Stockton, CA

o

Huddle Cowork by Launch Pad: 110 N San Joaquin Street, 2nd floor,
Stockton, CA

Since the release of the Draft EIR, the Project Team has hosted five virtual stakeholder forums,
including:
•

Downtown Stockton Alliance – Virtual presentation on March 17, 2021 to give an
overview of the Project and a summary of the key findings of the Draft EIR.

•

Rise Stockton – Virtual presentation on April 15, 2021 to give an overview of the Project
and a summary of the key findings of the Draft EIR.
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•

Stockton Rotary – Virtual presentation on April 21, 2021 to give an overview of the
Project and a summary of the key findings of the Draft EIR.

•

Catholic Charities Healthy Neighborhood Collaborative – Virtual presentation on April 21,
2021 to remind attendees that there’s still time to submit input and how to comment.

•

San Joaquin Partnership – Virtual presentation on April 22, 2021 to remind attendees
that there’s still time to submit input and how to comment.

These Stakeholder Working Group meetings were timed to provide opportunities for two-way
communications at key milestones. While presentations were incorporated into these meetings, all
participants were encouraged to ask questions and provide comments both through the webinar
application as well as through the telephone.
In addition, through operation of the project hotline, updates to and monitoring of the project website,
and regular engagement through social media, the community was provided a range of opportunities
to continue engagement throughout the environmental process.
While CEQA does not require specific environmental justice analysis or targeted outreach, SJRRC
understood the importance of stakeholder input; and thus, went above and beyond the required
outreach requirements under CEQA to engage with community groups, such as Rise Stockton,
throughout the environmental process, so that the local minority and lower income populations could
be represented throughout the public outreach and Stakeholder Working Group process.

Response to Comment PC 9-11
As stated in Section 3.15, Transportation, of the Draft EIR, Measure BMP TRA-7 will include a TMP.
Measure BMP TRA-7 indicates that this A TMP will be developed in the final design phase of the
Project, and will provide notifications of permanent street closures to the local community, including
businesses and residents that will be directly or indirectly impacted by these permanent street
closures as part of the Project.

Response to Comment PC 9-12
As stated in Section 3.11, Noise and Vibration, of the Draft EIR, sound insulation improvements will
be installed in the residential properties that would be exposed to severe noise impacts.
Engagement and coordination with owners and occupants of these affected properties will be
initiated during final design and will continue through until the improvements have been made to the
structure in accordance with noise thresholds set by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Development. During final design, SJRRC will coordinate with the City of Stockton to ensure that
sound insulation improvements identified at these residential properties are implemented.

Response to Comment PC 9-13
The document has been modified to include bookmarks and clickable table of contents within the
PDF document for easier navigation throughout the document.
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Response to Comment PC 9-14
The Outreach and Engagement Plan identified in Measure BMP PH-1, in Section 3.10, Land Use of
the EIR will be developed with engagement from various stakeholders during final design, which will
include input from the San Joaquin County, City of Stockton, and various community stakeholder
groups, such as Stockton Rise, interested property owners or residents within Project Study Area.
SJRRC welcomes input from community partners such as Stockton Rise on the specific Outreach
and Engagement Plan details during the final design phase, this includes the topic of costs for
temporary and permanent relocation of transient populations, build spaces to accommodate
unsheltered residents displaced by construction to allow the Outreach and Engagement Plan to be
effective.

Response to Comment PC 9-15
Estimated Project-generated criteria air pollutants and GHG emissions during construction and
operations in Tables 3.2-5 through 3.2-7, in Section 3.2, Air Quality of the Draft EIR.
Although the Draft EIR does not include estimation of the existing emissions at the Stockton
Diamond junction, there is a thorough evaluation of the Project’s contribution to air quality and GHG
impacts within the Final EIR.
Please refer to Table 3.2-11, in Section 3.2, Air Quality of the Final EIR for the total emissions
reduction over long-term project operations. As summarized in Section 3.2, Air Quality of the Final
EIR, reductions in air pollutant emissions can lead to long-term health benefits for residents and
employees along the existing rail corridors, addressing health problems associated with air pollution
such as lung irritation, inflammation, asthma, heart and lung disease, and worsening of existing
chronic health conditions.

Response to Comment PC 9-16
Long-term reductions in criteria air pollutant and GHG emissions are quantified and summarized in
Table 3.2-11, Section 3.2, Air Quality of the Final EIR. Please refer to Response R 4-3 for further
information regarding long-term emissions from the Project.
The Project is an operational and safety improvement and would not induce future growth. Future
passenger and freight train volumes were included in 2045 conditions to understand traffic
congestion and impacts of the Project in the future. As shown, passenger trains operated by ACE
and Amtrak are forecasted to remain the same in 2045 with or without the Project.
Future freight train volumes are dependent on market conditions irrespective of the grade
separation. Future freight train forecasts were based on applying growth rates assumed in publicly
available data. Based on the train and vehicle volumes forecasted, emissions are projected to
decrease due to the reduced train delays at the diamond crossing, and reduced wait times for
vehicles at the road crossings of the tracks.
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Various traffic volume flow maps, volumes, and reports from multiple sources, including the City’s
traffic flow maps and General Plan, Caltrans counts, and other available general plans, were
reviewed to determine a realistic traffic growth rate from 2019 to 2045.
The Project Team worked with the City’s consultant and used the flows by major and minor roads
within the Project traffic study area while also including adjacent segments such as I-5, SR 99 and
SR 4.
The average annual growth rate from this data was computed at an average of 1.0 percent,
compounded annually to 2045. This growth rate was well within the range identified by the City’s
consultant for this area near Downtown. SR 4 growth factors were derived based on the City of
Stockton General Plan and Caltrans historical and estimated future traffic growth percentages, which
was maintained at a flat level (no) of growth.

Response to Comment PC 9-17
In response to this comment, quantitative air quality impacts are now addressed in Section 3.2, Air
Quality of the Final EIR, and indicates that the improved freight mobility would reduce the total daily
occupancy of the roadway crossings by approximately 30 percent in 2045.
The reduction in crossing occupancy would improve on-road traffic flow and reduce vehicle idling in
the Project Study Area.
A BCA was conducted in 2019 for a grade separation of the Stockton Diamond. This BCA calculated
the 30-year reduction in train idling and on-road vehicle idling emissions associated with the
elimination of the existing at-grade crossing.
Although the Project design considered in the BCA varies slightly from what is currently proposed
the emission reductions associated with the elimination of the existing at-grade crossing are still
applicable.
Table 3.2-11 in Section 3.2, Air Quality, of the Final EIR summarizes the total emission reduction and
the average annual emission reduction for the proposed Project. As shown in Table 3.2-11, the
proposed Project would result in long-term reductions in criteria pollutant emissions.
Reductions in air pollutant emissions can lead to long-term health benefits for residents and
employees along the existing rail corridors, addressing health problems associated with air pollution
such as lung irritation, inflammation, asthma, heart and lung disease, and worsening of existing
chronic health conditions.
In addition, consideration of vegetative barriers and urban greening and a means to potentially
reduce air pollution exposure on sensitive receptors will be evaluated and considered as part of the
proposed Project.
A new measure, identified as Measure BMP AQ-2, has been included within Section 3.2, Air Quality,
of the Final EIR.
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Response to Comment PC 9-18
An economic analysis was not conducted as part of the Draft EIR to quantify economic benefits.
Rather, economic benefits were evaluated qualitatively, such as the potential added direct and
indirect jobs resulting from the Project’s construction (see comment PC 9-19), and the general
economic benefits and competitiveness created by reducing vehicle delays at the crossings and
reducing passenger and freight rail delays with the grade separation.
Lastly, a BCA was prepared for the BUILD application, which cited a 1.5 percent Benefit to Cost
(B/C) ratio with 7 percent discount rate and 2.8 percent B/C ratio with a 3 percent discount rate. This
means that the Project would provide a $1.50 to $2.80 return on investment for every $1.00 spent.
While this is not directly or quantitatively correlated to jobs created, or to localized economic
development, it provides a relative sense of the Project’s overall economic benefits.

Response to Comment PC 9-19
Direct and indirect job creation was not calculated for this Project and there are many different tools
to estimate jobs created. For example, IMPLAN software uses the capital cost estimate as key input
for determining the number of jobs created by a project. The direct job estimate is based on a direct
multiplier of 8.34 jobs per million dollars of construction spending. The indirect and induced job
estimate is based on a direct multiplier of 8.63 jobs per million dollars of construction spending.
Using a scenario of $150 million in capital costs, that would equate to 1,251 direct jobs and 1,294
indirect, induced jobs
The CWTA, adopted on July 26, 2016 by Stockton City Council, only applies to City of Stockton
Public Works projects worth over $1 million that are bid after August 25, 2016. Since the Project is
not a City Public Works project, the CWTA was not applied to this Project, as federal regulations
prohibit the use of such agreements.
In addition, federal regulations prohibit the use of such agreements. Since the project is partially
funded with federal transportation dollars, DBE program rules apply. DBE rules require that
consultants and contractors either meet a calculated project specific DBE participation goal or
undertake and document good faith efforts to do so. If the apparent low bidder does not meet the
project goal, a Good Faith Efforts Evaluation must be made examining several specific factors.
Failure to meet the goal or make adequate good faith efforts are grounds for rejecting the bidder as
non-responsive.
By definition, a DBE is a socially and economically disadvantaged small business owned by a
woman or by a specific ethnic group that has been properly certified by Caltrans. These groups
include:
•

African American

•

Asian Pacific American

•

Native American
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•

Women

•

Hispanic American

•

Subcontinent Asian American

The federal funding restrictions prohibit the use of the Local Employment Ordinance SMC section
3.68.095), the Local Business Preference Ordinance (SMC section 3.68.090), or any other local
hiring preferences.

Response to Comment PC 9-20
This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record. Your input is
appreciated.
Notifications that the Draft EIR were made available to public for review and comment for a period of
45-calendar days. The distribution list for these public outreach notifications included the properties
that will be relocated as part of the Project.
The initiation of ROW acquisition discussions with these property owners will occur during final
design, as specified in Measure MM LU-3, (formerly Measure MM LU-2 in the Draft EIR) in Section
3.10, Land Use and Planning of the Final EIR, and there will be ample time for businesses owners to
strategically relocate.

Response to Comment PC 9-21
A property valuation assessment was not prepared for this Project as it is not traditionally part of the
formal ROW appraisal and acquisition process.

Response to Comment PC 9-22
SJRRC has committed to designing the Mormon Slough crossing in order to avoid precluding future
restoration of fish habitat, by SJAFCA or other entity, in the Mormon Slough.
Through informal consultation with National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), SJRRC has
committed to maintain a natural substrate channel free of rip-rap at the crossing of Mormon Slough.
A description of the three potential crossing designs have been included in the Final EIR. The
proposed crossing will consist of a single-span bridge, a multi-cell box culvert with a natural bottom,
or a precast arch culvert with a natural bottom. SJRRC has also committed to avoiding the use of
riprap to armor the channel. The commitment to implement a crossing design that will allow for future
restoration of fish habitat in the Mormon Slough was included in the Final EIR Measure MM BIO-7 in
Section 3.3, Biological Resources. Selection of a preferred crossing design will occur during the final
design phase.
On May 17, 2021, the NMFS concurred that the proposed Project is not likely to adversely affect
species listed as threatened or endangered or critical habitats designated under the Endangered
Species Act. This concurrence letter has been included in the Final EIR under Appendix C.
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Response to Comment PC 9-23
Through informal consultation with NMFS, SJRRC has committed to maintain a natural substrate
channel free of rip-rap at the crossing of Mormon Slough.
A description of the three potential crossing designs have been included within the Final EIR; all of
which will allow for future restoration of perennial flows and fish habitat in Mormon Slough. The
proposed crossing will consist of a single-span bridge, a multi-cell box culvert with a natural bottom,
or a precast arch culvert with a natural bottom. SJRRC has also committed to avoiding the use of
riprap to armor the channel. The commitment to implement a crossing design that will allow for future
restoration of fish habitat in the Mormon Slough will be added to the Final EIR as Measure MM BIO7 in Section 3.3, Biological Resources. Selection of a preferred crossing design will occur during the
final design phase.
On May 17, 2021, the NMFS concurred that the proposed Project is not likely to adversely affect
species listed as threatened or endangered or critical habitats designated under the Endangered
Species Act. This concurrence letter has been included in the Final EIR under Appendix C.

Response to Comment PC 9-24
SJRRC will commit to implementing a crossing design that will allow for future restoration of fish
habitat in the Mormon Slough will be added to the Final EIR as Measure MM BIO-7 in Section 3.3,
Biological Resources. The bridge design will maintain the existing natural bottom of the Mormon
Slough within the Project Study Area.
SJRRC will obtain any Clean Water Act permits that are needed during final design of the Project,
prior to Project grading activities. The permits will include any conditions determined necessary by
the United States Army Corps of Engineers and State Water Resources Control Board to comply
with the Clean Water Act.

Response to Comment PC 9-25
SJRRC recognizes the importance of maintaining the future restoration potential of Mormon Slough
within the Project Study Area.
Through informal consultation with NMFS, SJRRC has committed to maintain a natural substrate
channel free of rip-rap at the crossing of Mormon Slough for all three crossing designs.
On May 17, 2021, the NMFS concurred that the proposed Project is not likely to adversely affect
species listed as threatened or endangered or critical habitats designated under the Endangered
Species Act. This concurrence letter has been included in the Final EIR under Appendix C.
A discussion of the three potential crossing designs have been included within the Final EIR; all of
which will allow for future restoration of perennial flows and fish habitat in Mormon Slough. The
proposed crossing will consist of a single-span bridge, a multi-cell box culvert with a natural bottom,
or a precast arch culvert with a natural bottom. SJRRC has also committed to avoiding the use of
riprap to armor the channel.
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These design options will allow for future fish passage through the Mormon Slough within the Project
area, should future restoration of the Mormon Slough as a perennial waterway occur.

Response to Comment PC 9-26
The commenter is stating their concern for the residents of Stockton as well as the Project’s potential
impacts to the residents. The commenter has expressed interest in further involvement in the
Project. The commenter has been added to the distribution list found in Appendix J, of the Final EIR
and SJRRC will continue to work with Rise Stockton throughout final design. This comment has
been acknowledged and recorded as a part of the public record.
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PC 10. Union Pacific Railroad
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Response to Comment PC 10-1
Commenter states the comments on the Draft EIR can be found in the attached letter. This comment
has been acknowledged and recorded as a part of the public record.

Response to Comment PC 10-2
The commenter is stating their direct interest in the Project because of the rail lines they own and
operate within the Project limits. The commenter has been added to the distribution list found in
Appendix J, of the Final EIR. This comment has been acknowledged and recorded as a part of the
public record.

Response to Comment PC 10-3
The commenter provides a summary of the Project location and Project description. This comment
has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.

Response to Comment PC 10-4
The commenter is summarizing previous coordination as well as future coordination with SJRRC
with regards to the Project. UP has comments with regards to the Draft EIR in the remainder of the
comment letter. This comment has been acknowledged and recorded as a part of the public record.

Response to Comment PC 10-5
SJRRC acknowledges that the Project must maintain UP’s current flexibility to access the ACE
Cabral Station track from either of the Fresno Subdivision mainline tracks immediately south of the
station.
SJRRC will continue to coordination efforts with UP through the final design phase, to address UP’s
operational concerns.

Response to Comment PC 10-6
The commenter stated that the Lafayette Street closure component of the Project should be
analyzed separately.
Please refer to Response L 2-4, which states that, as part of BMP TRA-8, in Section 3.15,
Transportation, of the Final EIR, additional evaluation and coordination will occur as part of the
CPUC GO 88B process, to formalize recommendations for street closures.

Response to Comment PC 10-7
SJRRC acknowledges this comment on the flyover track grade and will work closely with UP
throughout the final design phase to address UP’s operational concerns.
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Response to Comment PC 10-8
The commenter is stating continued interest and communication with SJRRC regarding the Project.
The commenter also acknowledges that the Project Team will continue the good-faith discussions
with the commenter and will require definitive agreements between the two parties prior to
construction as well as their right to provide additional comments on the document. This comment is
acknowledged and has been recorded as a part of the public record.
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PC 11. BNSF Railway
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Response to Comment PC 11-1
The commenter stated that BNSF Railway has review the Draft EIR and appreciates the opportunity
to provide comments. This comment has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public
record.

Response to Comment PC 11-2
The commenter’s support for the Project has been documented as part of the public record. The
commenter’s preference for the Project was considered in the decision-making process. The Project
Team has selected Alternative 1A, the Build Alternative, as the Preferred Alternative.
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M.2.6

COMMENTS FROM COMMENT CARDS
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CC 1. Josie V. Sanchez
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Response to Comment CC 1-1
The commenter’s support for the Project and preference for the Build Alternative has been
documented as part of the public record and was considered in the decision-making process. The
Project Team has selected Alternative 1A, the Build Alternative, as the Preferred Alternative.
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CC 2. Rajinder Sharma
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Response to Comment CC 2-1
The commenter’s support for the Project and preference for the Build Alternative has been
documented as part of the public record and was considered in the decision-making process. The
Project Team has selected Alternative 1A, the Build Alternative, as the Preferred Alternative.
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CC 3. Jackson Hurst
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Response to Comment CC 3-1
The commenter’s support for the Project and preference for Alternative 1A, the Build Alternative, has
been documented as part of the public record, and was considered in the decision-making process.
The Project Team has selected Alternative 1A, the Build Alternative, as the Preferred Alternative.
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CC 4. Yolanda Martinez
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Response to Comment CC 4-1
The commenter’s opposition to California High Speed Rail Project improvements, a separate project
from the proposed Project, has been acknowledged and documented as part of the public record.
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M.2.7

FORMAL COMMENTS FROM THE VIRTUAL PUBLIC MEETING
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FPM 1. Matt Holmes
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Response to Comment VPM 1-1
SJRRC acknowledges the commenter’s request for air quality emissions to be quantified in order to
prove the air quality benefits stated in the Draft EIR.
In response to this comment, quantitative air quality impacts are now addressed in Section 3.2, Air
Quality of the Final EIR, and indicates that the improved freight mobility would reduce the total daily
occupancy of the roadway crossings by approximately 30 percent in 2045.
The reduction in crossing occupancy would improve on-road traffic flow and reduce vehicle idling in
the Project Study Area.
A BCA was conducted in 2019 for a grade separation of the Stockton Diamond. This BCA calculated
the 30-year reduction in train idling and on-road vehicle idling emissions associated with the
elimination of the existing at-grade crossing.
Although the Project design considered in the BCA slightly varies from what is currently proposed
the emission reductions associated with the elimination of the existing at-grade crossing are still
applicable.
Table 3.2-11 in Section 3.2, Air Quality summarizes the total emission reduction and the average
annual emission reduction for the proposed Project. As shown in Table 3.2-11, the proposed Project
would result in long-term reductions in criteria pollutant emissions.
Reductions in air pollutant emissions can lead to long-term health benefits for residents and
employees along the existing rail corridors, addressing health problems associated with air pollution
such as lung irritation, inflammation, asthma, heart and lung disease, and worsening of existing
chronic health conditions.
In addition, consideration of vegetative barriers and urban greening and a means to potentially
reduce air pollution exposure on sensitive receptors will be evaluated and considered as part of the
proposed Project.
A new measure, identified as Measure BMP AQ-2, has been included within Section 3.2, Air Quality,
of the Final EIR. This page is intentionally blank.
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